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MR. Av...ras, from the committee appointed
on the subject of public roads and canals, reported,
that 1200 copies of the following papers, be print
ed for file use of the Scnate:
Resolution of Senate, of 2d March, 1807,
A letter from the secrctary of the treasury;
Report of same ;
Circular queries of the same ;
Mr. Latrobe's communication marked E- al_
:Mr. Fultou's letter marked F,

IN

SEI_ATE

OF

THE

L)NITED

_TATES,

March 2, 1807.
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be
directed to prepare and report to the Senate, at their
next session, a plan for the application of such means
as are within the power of Congress, to the purpose_
of opening roads, and making canals ; together with
a statement of the undertakings, of that nature, which
as objects of publie improvement, may require and
deserve the aid of government ; and also a statement
of works of the nature mentioned, whieh have been
commenced, the progress which has been made in
them, and the means and prospect of their being completed ; and sueh information as, in the opinion of the
seeretary, shall be material, in relation to the objeet_
of this resolution.
Attest,
qAMUEI,

A. OTIS,

,geeretara

4
W['REASURY

DEPARTMENT,

SIR,
I HAVE the honor to transmit a report
respecting roads and canals, prepared in obedience
to the resolution of the Senate, of the Pat of :March,
1807. It has been unavoidably delayed much later
titan_ desirable, or had been expected. Although
early steps had been taken for obtaining the necessary information, the most important documents were
not received till long after the commencement of this
session, some indeed, within the last ten days. To
analyze the whole, to select, arrange and condense the
most interesting facts, was also a work of some labor.
Time has not permitted to present the report in a
more satisfactory form : but the mass of facts, which
has been collected, will, it is hoped, be of some.
public utility.
I have the honor to be,
With

great respect,
Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
ALBERT

TAe lion.

GgoaGE
Preeident

C£1_osy
of the Senate,

GALLATIN.

REPORT.

TIw Secretary of the Treasury, in obedience to the resolution of tile Senate of tile 9xlMarch, 1807, re.
speetfully submits the follortring report on roadi and
eanzll_.

THE general utility of artificial roads and canals, is at this time so universally admitted, as hardly to require any additional proofs. It is sufficiently evident that, whenever the annual expense of
transportation on a certain route in its natural state,
exceeds the interest on the capital employed in
improving the communication, and the annual expense of transportation (exclusively of the tolls,) b_"
the improved route ; the difference is an annual additional income to the nation. Nor does in that case
the general result vary, although the tolls may not
have been fixed at a rate sufficient to pay to the under.
takers the interest on the capital laid out. They indeed, when that happens, lose ; but the community is
nevertheless benefited by the undertaking.
The
general gain is not confined to the difference between
the expenses of the tratrsportation of those articles
which had been formerly conveyed by that route,
but many which were brought to market by other
channels, will then find a new and more advantage.
ous direction ; m_d those which on account of their
distance or weight could not be transported in any
manner whatever, will acquire a value, and become
a clear addition to the national wealth. Those and
many other advantages have become so obvious, that
k_ countries poss,ossed of a lar_ capital, where pro.
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petty is sufficiently secure to induce individuals to
lay out that capital on Ilcrlmment undertakings, and.
whcre a compact population creates an extensive
eommcrcial intercourse, within short distances, those
improvements may often, in ordinary cases, be left
to individual exertion, without any direct aid from
government.
There are however some circumstances, which,
whilst they render the facility of communications
throughout the United States an object of primary
importance, naturally check the application of private capital and enterprize, to improvements on a
large scale.
The price of labor is not considered as a formidable obstacle, because whatever it may be, it equally
affects tlle expense of transportation, which is saved
by the improvement, and that of effecting the improvement itself. The want of practical knowledge
is no longer felt : and the occasional influence of mistaken local interests, in sometimes thwarting or giving an improper direction to public improvements,
arises from the nature of man, and is common toall
countries.
The great demand for capital in the
United States, and the extent of territory compared
with the population, are, it is believed, the truei
causes which prevent new undertakings, and reaader
those "already accomplished, less profitable than had
been expected.
1. Notwithstanding the great increase of capital
during the last fifteen years, thc objects for which it
is required continue to bc more numerous, and its
application is generally more profitable titan in Europe, A small portion therctbre is applied to objects which oflizronh' the prospect of remote and mo.
derate profit. And'it also happens that a less sum
being subscribed at first, than is actually requisite
tbr completing the work, this proceeds slowly ; the
capit:d applied rcmairm unproductive for a mucl_
}ongcr time than was nccessar3", and the intercst
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_:cruing during Om period,becomes in bet an
•mi .udous addition to the real expe_e

of the under-

2, "Fae present population of the United States,
compared with the extent of territory over which it
is spread, does not, excep.t in the vicinity of the seaports, admit that extenmve commercial intercourse
within short distances, which, in England and some
other countries, forms the principal support of artificial roads and canals. With a few exceptions, canals particularly, cannot in America be undertaken
with a view solely to the intercourse between the
two extremes of, and along the intermediate ground
which they occupy. It is necessary, in order to be
productive, that the canal should open a communb
cation with a natural extensive navigation which wil_
flow through that new chapmel. It follows that
whenever that navigation requires to be improved,
or when it might at some distanc_ be connected by
another canal to another navigation, the first cal_t
will remain comparatively unproductive, until the
other improvements are effected, until the other ca.
tad is also completed. Thus the imended canal be.
tween the Chesapeake and Delaware, will be deprived of the additional benefit arising from the hltcrcourse between New York and the Chesapeake,
until an inland navigation, shall have been opemxl
between the Delaware and New York. Thus the
expensive cm_alscompleted around the falls of Potomac, will become more and more producti_ e in proportion to the improvement, first of the _:avkgation
of d_e upper branches of the river, and then of. its
communication with the weston waters.
Somo
works already ex_.'uted are unprofi_al)Ic, m_-ny mor_
remain unattempted, because their ultimate productiveness depends on other improvements, too cxtcn
sive or too distant to be embraced b) the same individuals.
The general government can alone _vmo_e thes_
obstacles.
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With resources amply sufficient for the completion of every practicable improvement, it will always
supply the capital wanted for any work which it may
undertake, as fast as the work itself can progress,
avoiding thereby the ruinous loss of interest on a
dormant capital, and reducing the real expense to
its lowest rate.
With these resources, and embracing the whole
union, it will complete on any given line all the im.
provements, however distant, which may be necestory to render the whole productiv% and eminently"
beneficial.
The early and ei_cient aid of the federal government is recommended by still more important considerations.
The inconveniencies, complaints, mid
perhaps dangers, which may result from a vast
extent of territory, can no otherwise be radically"
removed, or prevented, tlmn by opening speedy and
easy communications through all its par_s. Good
roads and canals, will shorten distances, facilitate commercial and personal intercourse, and unite by a still
more intimate community of interests, the most remote quarters of the United States. No other single operation, within the power of government, can
more effectually tend to strengthen and perpetuate that
union, which secures external independence, domestic
peace, and internal liberty.
With that view of the subject, the/'acts respecting
6anals, which have been collected in pursuance of
the resolution of the Senate, have been arranged unthe following heads :w
1. Great canals, from north to south, along the
Atlantic sea coast.
9. Communications between the Atla_fic and
western waters.
3. Communications between the Atlantic waters.
and those of the great lakes, and river St. Lawrence.
4, Interior canals.

GREAT CANALS, ALONG THE ATLANTIC
SEA COAST.
Tar map of the United States will shew th_
they possess a tide-water inlandnavig-ation, secure from
._torms and enemies, and which, from Massachusetts
to the southern extremity of Georgia, is principally, if'
not solely, interrupted by four necks of land.--These
.are the isthmus of Barnstable ; that part of New Jersey, which extends from the Rariton to the Delaware ; the peninsula between the Delaware and the
Chesapeake ; and that low and marshy tract whictx
divides the Chcsapeake from Albemarle sound. It
m ascertained that a navigation for sea vessels, drawing eight feet of water, may be effected across the
three iast; and a canal is also believed to be practicable, not perhaps across the isthmus of Barnstable,
but from the harbor of Boston to that of Rhode Island. The Massachusetts canal would be about 96,
the New Jersey about 28, and each of the two southern about '2"2miles in length, making altogether lcss
than one hundred miles.
Should this .great work, the expense of which, as
will hereafter be shewn, is estimated at about three
millions of dollars, be accomplished, a sea vessel
entering the first canal in the harbor ot"Boston, would
through the bay of Rhode Island, Lonff Island sound,
and the harbor of New York, reach Brunswick on
the Rariton ; thence pass through the second canal to
Trenton on the Delawm'e, down that river to Chrisliana, or New Castle, and through the third canal to
Elk river, and thc Chesapeake;
whence sailing
down that bay, and up Elizabeth river, it would,
fllrough the fourth canal, enter the Albemar!e sound,
and by Pamptico, Core and Bogt, c sounds, reach
Beaufort and Sw,'u_sborou.gh, in North Carolina.
t"rom the last mcntioucd place, the inland navi.wation,
through Stumpy and Toomer_s sounds, is continued with a dimini_lwd draft ot" water, .'rodby cutting"
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two low and narrow necks, not exceeding three miles
together, to Cape Fear river; and "..hence,by .n open
but sl_ort and direct run along the coast, is reached
that chain of islands between which and the main, the
i_dand navigation is continued to St. Mary's, along
the coast of South Carolitta, and Georgia.
It is unnecessary to add an), comments on the utility of the
work, in peace or war, for the transportation of merctmndize, or the conveyance of persons.
The several papers under the letter (A.) herewith
transmitter], contain the information which has been
received on those several intended comnmnicatiofis.
The substance will now be stated.
I.

MASSACHUSETTS

CANAL.

1. Sx_r_w ica isthmus, between Bamstable bay
on the north, and Buzzard's bay on the south, had
first attracted the public attention. Surveys and
levels were taken, for the purpose of ascertaining the
practicability of opening a cross cut, to be supplied
by the sea itself, from the mouth of Back river, in
Buzzard's bay, to th_ mouth of Scusset river, in
Bamstable bay.
The distance was found to exceed 7 miles; the
elevation of the highest intermediate ground is forty
feet above low water mark in Barnstable bay; the
depth of water at the mouth of Back river, does not
at low water, exceed 7 feet and a half; and the channel to that spot through Buzzard bay, is obstructed
by shoals. The tide which rises but three feet and
and a half in that bay, rises three hours and a lxalf
later, and more than eighteen feet in that of Barns-table. The shore on which that formidable tide would
operate, is an open beach, without any harbor or shelter whatever. Independent of other obstacles, it was
apprehended that the same natural causes, which had
formed the isthmus, might fill the canal, or make a
bar at its entrance ; and the project seems to have
been abandoned.
9._ The ground was also examined between Barn-
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stable harbor on the Rorth, and Hyamaus harbor on
the south, at some distance east of Sandwich.
The breadth of the peninsula does not exceed here
four miles and a half, and there would be an harbor
at each end of the canal. The same difference exists in the tides which rise 4 feet in Hyannus, and 16
feet in Barnstable "harbor. The entrance of this is
obstructed by shoals ; but the great obstacle to a cross
cut, is the elevation of the intermediate ground, estimated at 80 feet above tide water. Navigable ponds
on that high ground might perhaps form part of a lock
canal, and supply the remainder with water. But a
canal frozen in winter, would not have effected the
great object in view, which was to enable vessels fi'om
sea, to proceed in winter from Marth_/'s Vineyard, to
Boston, witho t sailing around Cape Cod. Although
the difficulty of the navigation from Boston to Barnstable, diminishes the utility of this communication,
:is one of the great link_ in this line of inland navigation, it may lJc resorted to, should that which will be
_ext mentioned, prove impracticable for sea vessels.
S. The attention of the legislature of Massachusetts, under whose authorit T the grounds at Sandwich and Bamstable, had been cxamhled, has lately
been turned to a direct communication between
Weymouth landing, within the harbor of Boston, and
Taunton river, which empties into thc bay of Rhode
Iskmd. A favorable report has been made, during
the last session, of which a copy has lately been obtained. The distance from tide water to tide water,
is 26 miles by one route, and 23 1-4 miles by another. The highest intermediate ground, is 133 feet
above tide water, but may be reduced ten feet, by
digging to that depth, the length of a mile. Two
ponds known by the names of Vv'eymouth and Cranberry, the largest and least elcvated of which covers five hundred acres, and is 14 feet highcr than
the summit of the proposed canal, will supply the
upper locks with water by fecdcrs, four miles long.
"Whether the quantity of water contained ix .'.Iz

l_nds, and estimated equal to a daily supply of
a50,(_30 cubic feet, will be sufficient for a sloop naviUon ; and whether any other ponds or streams may
17rought in aid, does not seem to be fully ascerrained. After descending twenty feet towards Weymouth, and seventy towards Taunton, an ample suply for the lower locks, will be derived from other
rge ponds, the princip,'d of which are known by the
names of Brah_tree and Nippinitic.
The expense may, on a supposition that the route
is _rtly through a rocky soil, be estimated as follows :
Digging 26 miles, at _ 30,000 a mile, $ 780,000
L()ckage 260 feet, at g 1,250 a foot,
325,000
Feeders, purchase of land, &e.
145,000
1,250,000
ii

II. Nzw

Jz_s_r

Cz,_az.

A Co a l,x r_v was incorporated some years ago,
by the legislature of New Jersey, for opening a canal
between the ILariton and the Delaware.
Acting under the erroneous opinion that the navigation of
small rivers might be improved and used as a canal,
the company intended to have united, by a cross cut
of one mile, the Assampink or Trenton Creek, with
Stoney brook, a branch of Millstone river, and to
have descended Trenton creek to the Delaware, and
Stoney brook, and Millstone river, to the Raxiton.
The capital, which was inadequate, was not paid;
but their survey of the intended route, has shewn the
practicability of a canal for sea vessels, on a proper
plan.
The distance from Brunswick to Trenton is 26
miles, and the only obstacle in the _-ay is the" Sand
hills," some distance west of Brunswick.
These
may, it is said, be avoided by a deviation which
would not encrease th: distance more than two miles :
and they may at all events be perfohnted, as has bee:,.
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done by the turnpike company, who have opened a
road on a straight line between the two towns, with.
out having in any place an angle of ascent of more
than three degrees.
The highest intermediate ground between Assam.
pink and Stone)' brook, is only fifty feet above
tide water; and it is suggested that the summit level
may be taken seven feet lower, cutting seven miles
through a level meadow, between the confluence of
file Assampink, and Shippetankin creeks, and Rowley's mill, near the confluence of Stoney brook and
Millstone river.
An adequate supply of water will be drawn by
short feeders, from Plfilip's springs, Trenton creek,
Stoney brook, and Millstone river, all of which .are
more elevated than the route of the canal, the "Sand
hills" excepted.
The depth of water at the two extremities of the
can',d, taken at low water, are
feet at Brunswick, and ten feet at Lamberton, one mile below
Trenton.
The exlx'nses may be estimated as Followeth :
Digging "28miles, at $ 20,000 per mile, 560,000
Lockage, 100 feet, (probably less) at
$ 1250 per foot,
125,000
Feeders, purchase of land, and water
rights,
115,000
$ 800,000
I

llI.

i

DELXWARZ ._XD CHSSAVSAKE CAS^r..

A CObIPANYincorporated by the states of Dehware and Maryland, for opening this canal, has
commenced its operations, now suspended for want
of funds.
The canal will commence at Welsh point on Elk
river, an arm of d_e Chesapeake, and termilmte at a
distance of 2-2 miles, on Christiana creek, a branch
of the Delaw_Lre. At low water the depth of water
in Christiana is nine feet, and in Elk twelve feet,
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within

(me

hundred

feet

fi'om the shore.

tide rises four feet in both rivers.
The canal might,
without encrcaning the distance, be conducted
to
New Castle on the Delaware itself, instead of endiag at Christimaa creek.
The highest intermediate ground, over which the
canal will be carried on a lvvel of 13 miles in lengtlz.,
is 74 feet above tide water, the descent being eflbcted by nine locks on each side.
The digging
is
generally easy : no expensive
aqueducts or bridges,
4nor any other obstacles but those which hax e already
been overcome in digging the feeder through a very
rocky soil
The supply of water drawn from Elk river, by a
feeder _ix milet_ in length, already completed, which
i._ itself a boat canal three and a haft feet deep,
united by a lock of ten feet lilt with the main canal,
is calcul_Lted to fill daily 144 locks; a quantity sufficient on an average for the.daily passage of twenty
four vessels.
A reservoir
covering
thirty, and
which may be enereased to 150 aere._, will supply
occasional dctieiencies:
other reservoirs may be ad.
tied, and Christiana mad White Clay creeks max
hereafter be brought in aid of Elk river, if the su I .
ply should prove too scant 3. for an enereased navi.
gation.
The canal 26 feet _ide at the bottom, and 50 at
the top on the water line, being dug at the depth of
8 feet, ls intended for vessels of tbnv to 70 tons,
drawing 7 1-9. feet water : but the banlcs twenty" feet
wide for towing paths, and one of which may be converted into a turnpike road, being raised three feet
above the level of the water, will, b)" encreasing the
height of the lock gates one foot, admit a depth of
nine feet of water in the canal; at which depth it
would perhaps be eligible to dig at once. The locks
80 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 8 (or 9) feet deep over
the gate-sills, containing each 11,500 to 13,000 cubi_
feet of water, and with a lift of 8 to 9 feet each, will
bt constructed
of hewn stone laid in tarras.
Those
dimeusions both of the c,amd and locks, rccomnzend-
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ed by Mr. Latrobe, the engineer of the canal, may
be. adopted in all the other canals for sea vessels, on
this line of communication.
The present anmlal carriage across the peninsula,
which would be drawn through the canal, is estimated at forty two thousand tons, exclusively of passen.
gers. "I'his will be greatly encreased by the facility
which the canal itself will afford to the commercial
i0tereourse between the two bays, and to the con.
vevance of articles now carried through other channeis, or too heavy for transportation, at the present
expense of carriage. The coals wanted for Philadel.
phia, and which brought down from the sources of
the Susc_uehanahand Potomac, but principally from
the vicinity of Richmond, would naturally pass
through the canal, have been alone estimated at morn
than one hundred thousand tons a year. The annual carriage of all articles may, in the present statc
of population, be fairly estimated at one hundrcd and
fifty thousand tons, and thc direct annual saving to
{he community at 300,000 dollars, bein_ at the rate
of 2 dollars a ton for the difference between land ,'rod
water carriage across the peninsula, :d'terpaying the
tolls. These, at the rate of rift3, cents a ton, will give
to the tmdertakers a revenue of 75,000 dollars, leavhag, after a deduction of 10,000 dollars for annual repairs, and of 10,000 dollars more for attendance and
contingencies, a nett income of 55,000 dollars.
The expetr_es of the whole work art estimated as
followeth :
Digging 22 miles, at g 90,000 a mile, fi 440,000
18 locks, at 10,000 dollars each,
180,fh30
{The whole lockage being 148 feet,
would at $ 1250 a toot, amount to
t 85,000 dollars.)
Feeder, (nearly completed,) reservoirs,
lock at the t_:edcr, purchase of water
rights and land, including a debt of
dollars due by the company,
230,00(I
Dollars,

850,000
ii I

|"
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The interest on which sum, at 6 per cent. m
51,000 dollars.
The capital originally subscribed amounted to four
hundred thousand dollars, divided into two thousand
shares, of two hundred dollars each, One half of
these has been forfeited after a small payment of tlve
dollars on each share. One hundred thousand dollars paid by tile other stockholders, have been expended in preparatory measures, in the purchase of
water rights, and in digging the feeder, which was
considered as the most difficult part of the work.
Seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars are still
wanted to complete the work; of which sum, one
hundred thousand dollars is payable by the stockholders, and the deficiency of 650,000 dollars, must be
drawn from other sources.
IV.

CIIESAPEAKE

AND

ALBEMARLE,

1. THE shortest communication between the
Chesapeake and Albemarle sound, is from North
landing at the head of the tide of North West river,
which empties into Currituck inlet, the easternmost
arm of Albemarle, to either Kempsville or Great
Bridge, at the head of the tide of two differcnt brarrehes of the South branch of Elizabeth river, which
passing by Norfolk, unites at Hampton roads, with
James river, and the Chesapeake.
The distance is
stated at seven miles, and the levels said to be favorable. It is believed that the principal reason why this
communication has not been attempted_ is a bar in
Currituck inlet, which does not admit the passage of
vessels drawing five feet water.
2. A company incorporated bv the states of Virnia and North (2arolina, for opel_ing a canal through
e Dismal swamp, has made considerable progress
in the work.
The canal extends 22 miles in length from Deep
creek, a branch of the South branch of Elizabeth
river, 7 miles above Norfolk, to Joyce's creek, a
branch of Pasquotank river, a northern arm of AI-
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bemarlc sound. Vessels drawing 8 to 9 feet water
may ascend both creeks to each c::tremit) ot the canal.
The intcrvcning ground along the eastern margin
of the Dismal swamp, is almost level, the rise to_ ards
the middle not excecdin_ two t_ct above the tx_o extremities, which arc ol_h" 18 feet and 9 inches above
tide water. The digging is very casv; tile only obstacles arise from the stumps an_l roots of trees, ,rod
are nearly overcome ; and a single aqueduct or rather
culvert over a small run emptying into the North
West river is necessary.
The swamp itself s_lpplies at the depth at which
the canal is cut, the water which has htretotbrc btelx
wanted; and a sufficient supply may be drawn bv a
feeder of 5 miles and a half in lengtl'i, cut througia a
perfect level from lake Drummond, a natural reservoir in the center of the swamp, of fifteen miles in
circumference, mad about six feet higher than the
water in the canal.
The canal as cut by the company is 24 feet _ ide,
and 6 feet deep, with one baa_k on the west side ior a
towing path, 18 feet broad. The whole ",'_ ",,
_ith the exception of two miles which must bc deepened S feet, and of three quarters of a mile in another place not entirely finished, |ms becn compltted.
The locks at the two extremities of the canal arc not
built; but two have been erected at some distance
from each extremity ; probably in order to savc some
digging in the intervening space : they are made of
square juniper logs, and ha_e cost only three hundred
dollars each.
The expense of digging has not exceeded 4,000
dollars a mile ; the whole capital expended, amounts
to one hundred thousand dollars, of which the state
eft Virginia has furnished 17,500; and it is stated
that the whole work may be completed in one )'ear,
and will not, including the locks and the payment of
some debts contracted by the company, exceed
_5,(_0 dollars. But the canal, which Iw the original
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,,ct of incorporation was to bc $2 feet wide, and 8 feet
deep, can _n Its present plan be considered onl.y as a
lceai object, the principal utility of which consists hi
bringing to market the otherwise useless lumber of
lhe swamp. The only boats which navigate it are.
flats, fort), feet long, six t_:etwide, drawing two feet
of waler _nd carryh_geight fl_ousand shingles.
It must, in order to become a national object, Ix.
capable of receiving the vessels which navigate AIbemnrle sound, and for that purpose be restored to
its first intended dimensions, or rather be widened
and deepened, on the plan adopted for the Chesapeake
and Delawal'e canal. The expense would be as tollowcth :
Digging, decpeni_g to 8 feet, preserving
the same level the whole way, and
widening to a proper breadth, 9.9_
miles, at 8,000 dollars a mile,
B 176,000
4 Stone locks at $ 10,000,
40,000
F_cder to lake Drummond, aqueduct
and contingencies,
34,0(30
$ 250,000
._. The last mentioned canal is in the most direct
line of the communication through Albemarle to
Pamtico sound, and the adjacent Souflaern sounds.
It has bceh objected, that the navigation of Pasquotank river was intricate, and that it would be more
advantageous to open a communication with Chowan
river, which passing by Edenton, and then uniting
wil h the Roanoke, forms A|bemarle sound.
A company was incorporated for that purpose;
but the capital was not filled, and no other operation
perlbrmed, but surveying the ground. The intendcd canal on that route, would commence at Su_olk,
on Nansemond river, _hich empties into James river, a few miles above, and west of thc mouth of Eli7abeth river; and passing along the western margin
of the Dismal swamp, would reach at a eompt_tcd dis-
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tance of thirty miles, Gates' court house on Bennet's
creek, a branch of Chowan river, which vessels draw.
ing ten feet of water may ascend to that spot.
The highest intermediate ground is 28 feet above
tide water and consequently higher than the surface
of lake Drummond.
But Bennet's creek and Curri,
peake swamp wcre considered as affordhag a sufficient
supply of water. Should this prove adequate, the
principal objection to this route will be, that the canal
lands'at Suffolk instead of Norfolk. This considera.
tion, and the capital already expended on the canal
from Elizabeth river to Pasquotank, seem to give a
prefcrenee to this course. "Fo which may be added,
that if it be preferable to _trike the waters of Chowati
rivcr, a lateral can.,d may be hereafter opencd_ along
the southcrn mat'gin of the Dismal swami) , from the
southern extremity of the Elizabeth and Pasquotank
canal, to Bemaet's creek or Edenton.
Whatever
route may, after a critic_d examilmtion of the ground,
be thought the most eligible, the opening of this communication will be more cazy and less expc1_sive
than either of the three northeral canals.
The following table is a recapitulation of the dls.
tance to be cut on the whole line, and of the estimat.
ed expense.
CANALS.

Massachusetts,
New Jersey,
Delaware and "_
Chesapeake, _
Chesapeake &
Albemarle,
_

DIKECTION.

Dlstatlce.
l=l[.N
Sit.
Mde*.
IILoCKA
l'ect. Gr'llgX
I 29ollara.

WeymouthtoTaunton
Brunswtck to Trenton

26
98

[
I

_60
100

11,_50,000
I 800,000

Christtana. to Elk,

22

i

148

t 750,000

_llz. riv. to Pasquotan_

'2"2

40

I 250,000

To, l.

L,05o,00o
I

I

II

III
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COMMUNICATIONS
BETWEEN
THE AT
LANTIC AND WESTERN
WATERS.
THE Apalachian mountains, to use an ancient
generic denomination, extend in a direction west of
south, from the 42d to the 34th degree of north latititude, approaching the sea, and even washed by the
tide in the state of New York, and thence in their
southerly course, gradually receding from the sea
shore. Viewed as a whole, their breadth may be
estimated at 110 miles, and they consist of a succession of parallel ridges, following nearly the direction
of the sea coast, irregularly intersected by rivers, and
divided by narrow rallies. The ridge, which divides
the Atlantic rivers from the western waters, generally
known by the name of Allegheny, preserves throughout a nearly equal distance of 9.50 miles from the
Atlantic ocean, and a nearly uniform elevation of
3,000 feet above the level of the sea.
Those mountains may, however, be perhaps considered as consisting of two principal chains : between these lies the fertile lime-stone valley, which,
although occasionally interrupted by transversal
ridges, and in one place, by the dividing or Allegheny ridge, may be traced from Newburgh and Esopus, on the Hudson river, to Knoxville on the Tennessee.
The eastern and narrowest chain is the Blue Ridge
of Virginia, which in its north east course traverses
under various names, the states of Maryland, Penn_ylwmia, and New Jersey, forms the high lands
broken at West point by the tide of the Hudson, and
then uniting with the Green mountains, assumes a
northerly direction, and divides the waters of the
]-lud_on, and of lake Champlain, from those of Connecticut river. On the borders of Virginia and
North Carolina, the Blue Ridge is united by an inferior mountain, with the g'reatwestern chain, and thence
to its southern extremity, becomes the princil_il, or

dividing mountain, discharging eastwardly the rivers
Roanoke, Pedee, Santee, and Savannah, into the Atlantic ocean ; southwardly the Chatahouchee, and the
Alabama into the gulph of Mexico, and westwardly
the New river and the Tennessee.
The New river,
taking a northwardly course, breaks through all the
ridges of the great western chain, and at a short distance beyond it, unites under the name of Kanhawa,
with the Ohio. The Tennessee pursues, at first, a
south west direction between the t_o chains, until
having reached, and in a westwardlv course turned
the southern extremity of the ,_reat western chain, it
assumes a northwardly direction, and joins its waters
with those of the Ohio, a few miles abo_e the confluence oftha_ river with the Mississil'pi.
The western chain, much broader, and generally
more elevated, is known under the names of Cumberland and Gaulev mountains, fiom its southern extremity, near thc great b'_'ndof the Tennessee river,
until it becomes in Virginia, tbe principal or dividiug mountain.
Thence in its northe, ly course, towards the state of New York, it discharges westwardIv the Green Briar river, which, by its junction with
t]_eNew river, forms the Kanhawa, and the rivers
Monongahela and Allegheny, which, from their confluence at Pittsburgh, assume the name of Ohio.
Eastwardly it pours into the Atlantic ocean, James
river, the Potomac, and the Sosquehannah.
From
the northernmost and less elevated spurs of the chain,
the Genessec flows into the lake Ontario ; and in that
quarter the northerly branches of the Susquehanna
seem to take their source, from amongst inferior
ridges, and in their course to the Chesapea_:c, to br_lk
through all the mountains. From the Susquelwnnah,
the principal chain assumes a more eastwardly direction, and washed on the north by the lateral v:,lley cA"
the river Mowha_k, whilst it gives rise soutl'wardly
to the Delaware, it terminates under the name of
Catskill mountain, in _iew of the tide water of lhe
tlmkson.
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This description has been introduced for the dou.
ble purpose of pointing out all the rivers which can
afford the means of communication, and of shewing
the impracticability, in the present state of science, of
effecting a canal navigation across the mountains.
The most elevated lock canal of which a correct
description has been given, is that of Languedoe,
:tiedthe highest ground over which it is carried, is only six hundred feet above the sea. It is not believed
that any canal has been undertaken, or at least completed ha England, of an elevation exceeding 450
tcet above the waters united by it. The Allegheny
mountain is generally, and fi'om observations made
in several places, about 3,(K)0feet above the level of"
tl_esea. The precise height of the dividing ridge was
ascertained by the commissioners, who laid out the
United States road from Cumberland on the Potomt:c to Brownsville o,,a the Monongahela, at 9.260
above the first, and at 2150 feet above the last river.
Cumberland, from the levels taken by the Potomac
c,)mpany, is itself 73.5 feet above tide water. AIlhougb some move advantageous and less elevated
places may be found, particularly anaongst the ridges
which divide some of the upper branches of the St,.squehannah from the corresponding streams emptying into the river Allegheny, there is none x_hieh is
not of an elevation much beyond what has e_er been
o_crcome by canals in any other country..
The
i-aapracticabiiity arises from the principle of lock
navig'ation, which in order to effect the ascent, rehquires a greater SUpl)ly of water in proportion to the
eight to be ascended, whilst the supply of water becomes lcss in the same proportion.
Nor does the
ch:'ha of motmtailas through the whole extent, where
it 'divides the Allantic from the _ cstern ri_,ers, aflbrd
:.,si._le po._d, lake oE-natural reservoir.
It may be
z:d3cd as a g_nend tbaturc of American gcogTaphy,
tha_ except
in the swamps :,long the southern sea
co st, v,> lake is to be found in the United States,
s-',ath o',' ",1 degrees north latitude ; and that a:most
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every river, north of 42 degrees, issues from a lake
or pond.
The works necessary ill order to facilitate the
communications
from the sea ports across the
mountains to the western waters, must therefore eol:.,fisteither of artificial roads extending the whole way
from tide water, to the nearest and most corn cnie_]t
navigable _estern waters; or of improvements in
the navigation of the leading Atlantic ri_ers, to the
highest practicable points, connected by artificial
roazls across the mountains, with the nearest points
from which a permanent navigation can be relied on,
down the we_em rivers.
The principal considerations in selectirg proper
directions for those communications, are, the distance
ti"om the navigable western waters, both to tide _ ater,
and to the nearest navigable Athmtic river, and the extent of navigation, eifl_er natural or susceptible of
improvement, which may be afforded b_ the ri,,trs.
Distance alone is mentioned, so far as relates to
roads, because the mountains however insuperable
for canals, offer no important impediment to land
communications.
So far from being an h_surmountable btwrier to commercial intercourse, between the
two great sections of the union, it is now ascertain
ed that those mountains may almost in every direction bc crossed by artificial roads, as permanent, as
easy, and less expensive, than similar works in thv
to_cr country.
For congress having, contrary to
current opinion, directed that the road from Cure.
bcrland to Brownsville should be laid out so that its
ascent should not in any place exceed an angle of
five degrees with the horizon ; no difficulty has been
experienced in cffecting the object without cutting
through hills, and although the road thus laid out, be
in a distance of 7"2miles, two or Ihree miles shorter
thm_ tlmt heretotbre in use.
Although the distance from the sea to the prinei.
l_d dMding mountain through its v&ole length, l_tween th_ westt rn so_:rees of the Susqueh:qmah. mid
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those of the Savtmnah, bc nearly the same, yet the
Atlantic bays, penetrating the coast at different
depths, _mdin different directions, the distances fi'om
the st:a ports to the nearest western navigable waters, vary considerably.
Taken in straight lines
from each port to the nearest branch, beyond all the
mountains, of each of the tbur g'rcat western rivers,
they may be stated as follows :
i"rom Philadelphia to the conflum:ce of
Concmaugh and Loy,'dhannon,
.Miie_
branches of the _lllesoq_emt,
2:g0
From the City of Washington to the confluence of the rivers .Monongahela
and Cheat,
150
From Richmond to Morris's on the
Kanhawa, below all the tZalls of that
river,
210
From Savannah or Charleston to any
navigable branch of Tennessee, the distance exceeds
500
The distance from the same western points, to the
upper navigation of the corresponding Atlantic r'_vcrs,
cannot be stated with precision, as the upper points to
which the navigation of those rivers may be improved,
is not yet ascertained. The shortest portage betweer_
the waters of the Potomac, and those of the Monong'ahela, in their natural state, from West Port on the
Potomac, to Cheat river below the fails, is about
tifty miles in a straight line. But in order to secure
a tolerable navigation, particularly on the Potomac,
the route from Cumberland to Brownsville, (Red
Stone old fort) has been preferred, and the distance
by the road lately l_d out is 72 miles. ]'he portage
between the North fork of the Juniata, a brmmh of
the Susquehanna, and the corresponding waters of
the river Allegheny, is somewhat shorter. That between Pattonborough, on James river, and the falls
of the Kanhawa, exceeds one hundred miles.
The most prominent, though not perhaps the most
insuperable obstacle in fl_e navigation of the Atlantic
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. wers, consists in their lower falls, which are ascribed
to a presumed continuous granite ridge, rising about
130 feet above fide water. That ridge, fiom New
York to James river inclusively, arrests the ascent of
the tide ; the falls of every river within that spaee being precisely at the head of the tide. Pursuing thence
_outhwardly a direction nearly parallel to the mountains, it recedes from the sea, leaving in each southern river, _n extent of good navigation between the
tide and the fiflls. Other thlls of less magnitude are
found at the gaps of the Blue Ridge, through which
the rivers have forced their passage. Higher up the
rapidity of the northern rivers, which penetrate
through the inferior ridg'es of the .great western chitin,
encreaseb as they approach, the dividing or Allegheny
mountain; and their sources being nearly at the
same ele_atlon, their rapidity encreases in proportion
to the shortness of their course. For that reason the
navi_tion
of the Susquehannah above the Blue
I/idge is better than that of the Potomac, wJfich affords as has been stated, die shortest commun cation
from tide water to the nearest western river. The
levels of the last mentioned river having been taken
]by the Potomac company, the .general result is annexed, as giving a more correct idea of the navigation of
the Atlantic rivers, than could be conveyed in any
other manner.
i
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From the mouth of Sawge river, _. 31
down to Curnbelllnd,
Thence to the Blue R,dg¢,
130 1-2
H_rper's Ferry, or Shenando_ _. 5 1-2
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.
.
"thence to Great Falls, .
•
4o
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Little Falls, to ttd, I
Total,

12

--219

445

14 1.2

490
43

4
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1
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The papers marked (C.) contain the information
which h .s been collected respecting the works executed or contemplated on the great rivers already
enumerated.
It has not been understood that any
improvements of importance had been yet attempted on the Savammh and Pedee, nor on any of the
tributary streams of the Ohio; and the communications received under this head, relate ol_iy to the Santee, I{o.moke, James river, Potormtc, Susquehannah,
and Ohio,

I. Sa_T_.
Ta z Santee or Catawba, is said to be occasion.
_ily navigable for near 300 miles, as high up as Morganto¢% in North Carolina. Two companies have
been incorporated by that state, and that of South
Carolina, for the purpose of improving its navigation
The lower falls are above Camden and not far from
the arsenal of the United States, at Mount Rock. A
canal had been commenced there, but either from
want of success in the commencement, or from want
of fimds, the work appears to be suspended. The
market for the produce brought down that river is
Charleston; and the river boats were obliged at the
mouth of the river to enter the sea, and to reach that
port by a navigation along the sea shore, for which
fl}ey were not calculated. To remed_ that inconvemence, and to insure a permanent navigation, a canal
has been opened by another company, uniting the
Santee with Cooper river, which empties into the
harbor of Charlebton.
The distance between the points united, is ,29.
miles : the highest intervening ground was 5o. feet
above Santee, and 85 feet above the river Cooper ;
but it has been reduced 17 feet by digging; the
descent to Santee being 35 feet, cffected by four
locks, and that to Cooper 68 feet, effected by nine
locks.
The principal supply of water is afforded bs-
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springs arising from the marshy ground at the bot.
tom of the canal, and by several drahls which collect
and bring from an adjacent swamp the sources of the
river Cooper. The quantity is said to be seldom deficient ; yet a steam engine has been contemplated
as perhaps necessary in order to raise from the Sm_tee
an adequate supply,
The canal was carried over some small streams by
means of aqueducts ; inconsiderable ravines have been
filled, and the ground was dug in some places to the
depth of sixteen feet, in order to preserve the level.
But it appears that the roots of trees were the greatest obstacle encountered in digging the canal. Its
breadth is 20 feet at the bottom, and 35 feet at top :
the depth of water is 4, feet ; and it admits boats of
20 tons. The locks made of brick, faced with marble, are 60 feet long, and 10 feet wide.
The capital expended is stated at 650,667 dollars,
including sixty negroes and some tracts of land be]onging to the company. The canal has been completed six )-ears ; the annual tolls had never exceeded 13,000 dollars before the year 1807, and the annual expenses are stated at 7,000 dollars. The want
of success in this undertaking, wlfich though completed is very unprofitable, may be ascribed to several
causes. The expense compared with the work is
much greater than might have been expected, mad
probably thaa was necessary. The locks are too small
for large boats, wlfich are therefore obliged to pursue
the former route down the Santec, and by sea to
Charleston ; and want of water is allcdged as a sufficient reason for the size of the lock_. But a canal in
that situation cannot in America be profitable unles_'_
the navigation of the main river with which it com.
mumcates, _s rendered sai_ and permanent; and
whenever that of the Santee itself shall have l)t:cnim.
proved, the utility and p.',,qts of the canal will bc con
tiderably encreased.
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II. Tag Lowzs

ox GxEA1" FALLS OFROANOKE

Consist
in a succession of rapids, which in a
distance of f,fteen m/ks have a fall of ninety three
feet.
This obstruction is such that almost all the
tobacco of that river is transported by land to Petersburgh, on the Appomatox branch of James
river. A canal has been contemplated from tlle
upper end of thc falls to Murfrecsborough, situated
on the tide water of a branch of Chowan river, 25
miles above the mouth of Bennet's creek, which has
been beforc mentioned as one of the lines of communication between Albemarle sound and the Chesapeake. The level is said to be favorable, without ally
obstructions or vaUies in the way. The distance is
38 miles, and the expense of a small canal for boats,
drawing 2 feet and a half of water, may be estimated
as followeth :
Digging 38 miles, at g 6000 a mile,
g 228,000
Lockage 93 feet, at g 800 a foot,
74,400
Feeder, land, &c.
47,600
Dollars, 350,000
The capital for this canal has never been _ubscribed, and it has been suggested that it would be practicable to open one to Petcrsburgh.
It is not believed
that any hills intervene in that course. ; and the greatest obstacle will be found in crossing the branches
of Chowan river.
III.

J^_Es

RIvE_.

A CoMe^Nv incorporated by the state of Virginia, for the improvement of the navigation of the
river generally, has removed some obstructions in the
upper part of the river, and is bound by the el_ancr
to render it so far navigable that there may never be
less than 12 inches of water over any of the shoals or
rapids, from _he upper end of the lower or great Falls
to Pattonbor_ugh, a distance of 2-20 miles. The
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natural navigation of the fiver through that extent is
considered as better than that of any other Atlantic
river above the falls.
A communication has been opened by the company from Westham, at the upper end of the great fa-lls,
to Shockoe hill in the city of Richmond, in the following manner: The water is drawn at Westham
from the river into a canal 200 yards in length, at the
end of which, boats descending 34 feet through three
locks re-enter the river, and after using its natural
navigation three miles, are brought by a canal 3 miles
and a half in length to a bason on Shockoe hill,
_¢here the navigaUon terminates.
That bason is about 80 feet above tide water, and
one mile and a half from Rockets, the port of Richmond. The whole fall from t'a upper end of the
canal at Westham to the bason, ",ray be stated at 48
feet, and the distance at six miles al:d a half. The
canal is 25 feet wide, and admits boats of eight tons
drawing three feet of water. The locks 80 feet long,
and 16 feet wide, are of solid masonn,; but the cement is defective. Three aqueducts have been
flarown across valleys intervening in the course of
the canal; and some difficult dig._ing was necessary
on the side of hills, and through ledges of rocks.
The canal, according to the charter, was intended
to have been brought down to tide water. The performance of that condition is now suspended by an
act of the legislatnre of Virginia, and there seems to
be a considerable diversity of opinion on that subject.
In a nadonal point of view, the plan which will
at the least expense put coals on board vessels lying at Rockets, deserves the preference. For coal
is in no other part of the United States found in
abundance in the vicinity of tide water. At present
the expevse of transportation bv the canal is _lrcady
reduced to one third of the land carri_..ge.
The original eapilal of the company amounted to
140.000 dollars, of which the state of Virginia own.s
fitiv thousan a ; and 91,000 dollars arising from the
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proceeds of tolls, had before the 1st January, 1805,
been applied to the work, making together an expenditure of 281,000 dollars. The annual tolls raised on
fourteen thousand tons of country produce, and on
two thousand coal boats, have amounted to 16,750
dollars : and the annu.,d repairs and expenses are estimated at 5000 dollars. But as the company draw
also a revenue from the rent of water, applied to
mills mad other water works erected along the canal,
they have been able in some years to make dividends
of 16,800 dollars, being at the rate of 12 per cent. on
the original capital, but of only about 7 per cent. if
calculated on the sum of 244,000 dollars, the amount
of capital expended, and imerest accrued before any
dividel_d was made.
IV. POTOgAC.
Tav company incorporated by the states of MarTlaud and Virginia, for improving the navigation of
that river, has executed tile following works.
1. At a distaa_ce of 12 miles above the head oftlw
tide, which ascends about 3 miles above the city of
Washit_gton, thc river is 143 feet higher than tide
water.
At that place designated by the name of
Great falls, the boats passing through a canal one
mile in length, six feet deep, and twenty tire feet
wide, descend 76 feet by five locks, 100 feet long,
and 12 feet wide each, and re.entering the river, follow its natural bed, eight miles and a h',df. Another
canal of the same dimensions, and two miles and
a half in lcngth_ brings them then through three locks
and by a descent of 37 feet to tide water. This last
fall is distinguished by the name of Lzttle falls.
The two lower locks of the Great falls, excavated
out of the solid rock, have each a lift of 18 thet : the
three upper locks of solid masonary are of unequal
height, and have together a lift of forty feet. Tlw
three locks of _c Little fails, are each one hundred
l_:et in length and eighteen feet wide. That breadth
is tmnc:ess'_w)'_ and consumes two much water, a de-
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Feet which will be remedied,

when

stone locks will

be substituted
to those now in use, which being of
wood, will soon be decayed.
Three other canals without locks have been opened around three distinct falls: the principal at the
Shenandoe falls below Harper's fero, , ,and at file place
where the Potomac breaks through the Blue l{ldge,
is one mile in length around a fall of fifteen feet. Between this and the Great falls another canal three
_uarters of a mile in leng_,
is olmned around the
Seneca falls.
The third, fifty yards in length, has
been cut around Houre's falls, five miles above the
Shenandoe
falls.
Above this place, the navigation
has been improved by deepening occasionally the
channel, raising.the water in shallow places by small
dams, and opemng sluices along the shore.
It is
believed that by multiplying
the number
of those
low dams, by throwing the channel along the shore,
and when necessary opening canals with or _vithout
locks around the principal rapids, the navigation may
be improved, perhaps as high up as Cumberland,
188 miles above tide water, to such a degree as to
render the river passable for boats the greater part of
the year.
And if this be found practicable on the
Potomac, which is the most rapid of the great Atlantic rivers, the same improvements
may with greater
fixcility be effected on any of the others.
It will be
indispensable,
in order to attain that object on the
Potomac, flint additional canals with locks, should
be opened at the Shenandoe or Blue Ridge falls,
which as has already been stated, t:,tll 43 feet, in the
distance of five miles.
2. The Shcnandoe, a river nearly as large as the
Potomac
itself, after a course of 250 miles through
the Great I,ime-stone valley, unites its waters with
those of the Potomac at Harper's ferry, just above
the Blue Ridge.
From Port Republic till within
eight miles of the Potomac, a distance of near 900
miles, it al]brds a good navigation, the fall of the river
being at the rate of less than two feet a mile. In the
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last eight miles it falls eighty feet, and was impassable
before the improvements completed last year by the
Potomac
company.
Six different canals, 9-0 feet
wide, four feet and a half deep, and extending altogether 2400 yards, have been opened round the most
difficult falls. Through
those, and five stone locks,
100 feet long and 19 feet wide each, and effecting
togefller a descent of near fifty feet, the communication is now opened, and will render the undertaking
much more productive than heretofore.
The water
in all those canals and locks, as well as in those exe.
cured on the Potomac, is tmiformly supplied
by
the river itself.
The capital originally subscribed
amounted
to
311,560 dollars, divided into 701 shares; of which
the state of Maryland owns 2"20, and the state of Virginia seventy.
"The total amount expended,
including an additional payment received from late subscribers, 38,000 dollars arising from tolls, which have
been applied to the work, and a dcbt of about 67,000
dollars contracted
by the company,
amounts to
4,¢4,652 dollars.
The annual tolls raised on eight
thousand tons of sundr 3"articles, valued at more than
half a million of dollars, have not before the opening
of the Shenandoe, exceeded 15,000 dollars ; and the
annual expenses and repairs are stated at 5,000 dollars.
One hundred shares of£.
main open for subscription.
V.

145 sterling

each,

re-

SUsqu_H.aN_'AH.

T_tIa river has no perpendicular
or alto_ctller
impassable falls: but from the head of the tide up
to the Pennsvlvania line, a distance of ten miles, the
navigation is'impeded by a sttccession of dangerous
rapids; and these, though occasionally separated by
sheets of smooth water, continue ,1,0miles higher up,
at least as far as Columbia ; the whole fall t?om this
p'lace, to the head of the tide, being estimated at about
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140 feet. The navigation through that distance, at all
times dangerous, is practicable only during the high
freshets, when rafts and flat bottomed boats, 80 feet
long and 17 feet wide, may descend from the several
widely extended upper branches of the river. Less
dangerous Fallsare found at the place where it breaks
through the Blue Ridge ; above which the natural
navigation from Middletown upwards, whether up
the Juniata, tim West b,_mch, or the East branch, is
much better than that of the Potomac, and has been
improved in several places at the expense of the state
of Pennsylvania. A cmlal one mile long, and 4, feet
deep. with two brick locks, has also been opened
around tile Conewago falls, in the gap of the Blue
Ridge, fourteen thousand dollars having been paid
for that object by the same state. Its entrance is dif.
fieult, and it is used for water works, being free for
navig-ation, though prixate property. From Columbia down to the Maryland line, considerable im.
provements in the bed of tile river have .also been
made at the expense of the two states, and the descending ruavigation has on the whole been improved :
but i_w boats ever attempt to ascend. Nor is it be.
lieved that the natural advantages of the most consider'able Atlantic river will ever be fully enjoyed,
until a canal shall have been opened the whole way
from Columbia, either to tide water, or to the Dela.
ware and Chcsapeake canal.
A company incorporated by the state of Maryland,
for opening a canal _round the Falls, in that part of
the river which extends from the Pennsylvania line,
to tide water, has completed that part of the work,
the utility of which is but very partially felt, whilst
the bed of the river remains the only communication
from its upper extremity up to Columbia.
The canal, 30 feet wide, 3 feet deep, and admitting
boats of 20 tons, is nine miles in length, with a fall
of 59 feet. The descent is effeeted by eight stone
locks, each of which is 100 feet in length, and 12 feet
_:idt:. The water is supplied by the river itself; and
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in order to cross the rivers Conawingo and Octorara,
these, by means of dams, have been raised ten and
twelve feet to the level of the canal.
Its defects consist in 'the want of sufficient breadth
of the locks, which do not admit the rafts and wide
flat bottom boats, generally used in bringing down
the country produce, and in want of water at the
lower end of the canal. This last defect may be.
remedied by extending the canal 700 yards lower
down along the edge of the river ; and it is probable,
that as timber will become more scarce and valuable
in the upper branches of the Susquehannah, boats
of a different construction will be used. In the mean
while, the annual tolls have not yet amounted to one
thousand, whilst the .annual expenses are stated at
twelve hundred dollars, and the capital expended at
250,000 dollars.
The attempts made to open a communication from
Middletown, in the Lime stone valley, to Philadelphia,
tartly by canals, and partly by means of the Skuylill, will be noticed under the head of " Interior
Canals."
VI. OHio.
Tn_ navigation of tile Kanhawa, and of the
eastern branches of the Tennessee, Monongahela,
and Allegheny, in their course through the mountains,
may at a future period be improved. But from the
foot of the mountains, all those rivers, and particularly the Ohio, flow with a much gentler current than
the Atlantic rivers: a circumstance easily accounted
for, when it is recollected that Brownsville on the
Monongahela, and at a distance of two thousand miles
by water from the sea, is only 115 feet more elevated than Cumberland on the Potomac ; whilst this
river with _dl its meanders, reaches tide water, within less than two hundred miles. All those rivers at
the annual melting of the snows rise to the height of
more than forty feet, ati'ording from the upper points
to which they are navigable, a safe navigation to the
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sea for any ship that can pass over the bar at tht
mouth of the Mississippi.
As early as tile xcar 1793,
a schooner
built on the Monong,'fl_el,_, between
Brownsville
and Pittsburgh,
reached New Orleans
by that extraordinary
inland navigation,
and arrived
safely at Philadelphia.
This first essay, stimulated
the spirit ofenterprize
so conspicuous
in the American character ; and numerous
vessels t?om one hundred to three hundred and fifty tons burthen are no_
annually built at several ship yards on the Ohio,
even as high up as Pittsburgh,
and bril_ging down
to New Orleans the produce of the Ul)pcr country
consumed there, carry to Europe, and to the Atlantic
ports of the United States, the sugar, the cotton, and
the tobacco of Louisiana, and of the statts of Tennessee and Kentucky.
That branch of national industu" gives value to the
immense
forests of the Ohio and of its numerous
branches, will soon make a considerable and l×'rhzq_s
necessary accession to the shipping of the United
States, and has a tendency to diminish the price of
freights from New Orleans to the other Americ_m
and to foreigm ports.
The importance
of this last
consideration
will be duly felt, if the magnitude ot.'
the exports, of which New Orleans is destined to be
the emporium,
be contrastext
with the probable
amount of its importations.
For such ate the l_tbor,
time and expense
necessary to ascend the rapid
stream of the Mississippi ; and the nature of its banks
annually overflowed on a breadth of several miles,
precludes the possibility of towing paths ; that whilst
the greater part of the produce of the immense country watered
by that river and its tributar T streams,
must necessarily
be exported
through its channel,
the importations
of a considerable
portion of that
country will continue to be supplied from the Atlan.
tic sea ports, by water m_d land communications,
susceptible of considerable
improvement.
And thus
unless another outlet be found for a portion of the
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exports, or unless the upper country can supply yes.
sels, those exports must necessarily pay a double
freight.
The only impediments to that navigation are, on
the Tennessee, "the Muscle shoals," of which no
particular account has been received; and, on the
Ohio, the falls of Louisville.
Ordinary" boats can
with difficulty pass these in summer, and the navigation is even during the freshets, dangerous for thc
large vessels. The attention of the legislature of
Kentucky, and of the inhabitants of the western
country generally, has therefore been particularly
drawn to the opening of a canal at that place. A com.
pany has been lately hacorporated by the state of Kentucky for that purpose, with a capital which may
amount to 500,000 dollars, but a small portion of
which has yet becn subscribed.
Thc expense however is estimated at a sum less than the nomhml capital.
The proposed canal would be near two miles in
length, mad must be dug, in some placcs to a depth
of 27, but generally of about 16 feet ; the breadth at
the bottom being 20 feet with the necessary slope',
would make it generally 68 fcet wide at top, and in
particular places not less than one hundred. The fall
at low water is about 22 feet, and would require three
locks of dimensions sufficient to pass ships of 400
tons, aiad drawing 14 feet of water. The greatest
expense will be that of di_ging and removing the
earth, which may be estimated at 400,000 cubic
yards, and according to the representation made of
the nature of the ground, will not probably cost morc
than 200,000 dollars. To this may be added 100,000
dollars for the locks and other necessary works, making" altogether three hundred thousand dollars. The
reatest difficulty seems to be the protection of the
cks and canals against the rise of thc river, which
sometimes overflows the whole ground throug[_
which the canal must be opened.
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THE expense of the improvements suggested in
the communications between the Atlantic and western waters, may be stated as followeth:
1st. Four artificial roads t?om the four great western rivers, the Allegheny, Monongahela, Kanhawa,
and Tennessee, to the nearest correspondingAflantic
rivers, the Susquehannah or Juniata, the Potomac,
James river, and either the Santee or Savannah,
leaving to the several states the continuation of those
roads eastwardly to the nearest sea ports. Those
roads should unite on each river, points from which
a permanent and safe navigation downwards could,
except during the driest seasons, be relied on, and
will therefore on each route be estimated at one hundred miles, making altogether 400 miles, which at
7000 dollars a mile, the materials being ge'lerally ol)
the spot, would cost
$ 2,800,0_
2dly. The improvement of the navigation of the four Atlantic rivers from tide
water to the highest practicable point, effected principally by canals around the falls
wherever practicable, and by locks whenever necessary. The most expensive ofthesc
would be the proposed canal from Columbia on the Susquehanah, either to tide water, or to the Delaware & Chesapeake canal.
And considering how much has been efletted already, and may still be done on the
other rivers by the several incorporated
companies, it is believed that ever), useful
improvement might be completed by a
public expenditure not exceeding
g 1,500,000
3dly. The canal at the falls of Ohio,
estimated at
$ 300,000
Making altogether,

-

$ 4,600,000
|

Although a canal navigation, unitin_ the Atlantic
and western waters in a direct course across the
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mountains appears impracticable, yet those mountains may be turned either oll tile north by means of
the Moha_k valley and of lake Ontario, or on the
south through Georgia, and the Mississippi territory. Thc first communication will be noticed under
t[ae head of "the river St. L'aurence and great lakes."
Of the second it wiU bc sufficient to observe, that
the country lyini; betx_ecn the sources of the rivers
Ch:llah,_tlche_: and Mobile, and the gulph of Mexico,
is an incli1,,cd plane, regularly descending towards
the sea, and that by following the proper levels, it
presents no natural obstacle to the opening of a canal,
li:d by the watc:s of the two last mentioned rivers,
and extending from the tide water on the coast of
Georgia, to the Mississippi.
The distance in a direct line is about 550 miles, and to bc overcome,
requires only time, perseverance and labor. When
it is recollected that such an undertaking would discharge the Mississippi into the Atlantic, the remarks
a!ready made on the trade of that river, and other obvmus considerations, will sufficiently point out its
immencc importance.
Nor should the plan, on account of its magnitude, be thought chimerical; for
the elevation and other natural obstacles of intervening groined, or want of a sufficient suply of water,
and not distance, are the only insuperable impediments to an artificial navigation.
This work, which is presented not as an immediate but as a distant object, wolthy of consideration,
would probably require ten millions of dollars, vnd
thirty years for its completion.
The annual .sales of
the public lands in the Mississippi territory, which
are estimated at fifty millions of acres, u ould after
paying the debt due tothe state of Georgia, afford sufficient funds ; and the encrcased _aluc of the residue,
would alone more than compensate the expense.
It is proper to add, that an inland navigation, even
for open bo:,ts, already exists from New Orleans by
the canal Carondelet, to the lake Pontchartrain,
thence between the coast and the adjacent igands to
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the bay of Mobile, and up its two principal rivers, the
Alibama, and the Tombigbee to the head of the tide
within the acknowledged boundaries of the United
States. The current of these two rivers being much
less rapid than that of the Mississippi, tile)" have long
been contemplated, particularly the Tombigbee, as
affording a better communication to the ascending
or returning trade from New Orleans to the waters
of the Tennessee, from which they are separated by
•,hort portages.

COMMUNICATIONS

BETXVEEN

I.ANTIC
AND

RIV.FR

ST,

LAURF,?_'CE

THE .\T-

RIVERS,
"rH_

dND

GREAT

L.dKE,_'.

V_ssELs ascend the river St. Laurence from
the sea to Montreal. The river Serel discharges :_.t
some distance below that town the waters of lake
George and lake ChamFlain , which penetrate southwardlv within the United States. From Montreal to
lake Ontario, the ascent of the river St. Laurence is
estimated at about 200 feet. From the eastern extrenfity of lake On "tario,an inland navigation for ves,_els of more than 100 tons burthen, is continued
more than one thousand miles, through lakes Erie,
St. Clair, and'Huron, to the western and southen_
extremities of lake Michigan, without any other interruption than that of the falls madrapids of Niaganb
between lake Erie and lake Ontario. The descent
from fort Sehlosser to Devil's hole, a distance of
four miles, which includes the perpendicular falls of
Niagara, has by correct measurement been ascertained at 375 feet. The whole fall from lake Erie
to lake Ontario, is estimated at 450 feet, making the
elevation of lake Erie above tide water, six hundred
and fifty feet.
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Lake Superior, the largest of those inland seas,
communicates with the northern extremity of l_ke
Huron, by the river and rapids of St. Mar_-'s. The
fall of these is not ascertained : but it is said that a
small canal has been opened around the most difficult
part, by the North W'est Fur company.
Five of tile Atlantic rivers approach the waters of
the St. Laurence ; viz. The Penobscot, Kennebeck,
Connecticut, the North, or ItudsuLl river, and the
Tioga branch of the Susquchannah.
This last river
will afford a useflll communication with the rivers Seneca, and Gcncssee, which empty into lake On:ario. The length of the portage has not been precisely" stated; and the general n.,,vig'ation of the Susqucl]annah has already been noticed. It may however bc observed, that it is the only Atlantic liver
whose sources approach both the western waters, and
those of the St. I_aurence.
The three eastern rivers, afl_rd convenient eommuni¢:ations with the province of Lower Canada, but not
wi;h that extensive inl.md navigation, which penetrates through the United States, within two hundred
miles of the Mississippi.
No su_tcment Ires been
received of an)' improvement having yet been m;tde
on the Penobscot, or Kennebeck ; and a very im.
perfect account has been obtained of some short canals opened around the several falls of the river Con.
necficut. One at Bellows' falls, in the state of Vermont, has been particularly mentioned, and is the
highest improvement on the river.
What is called the North river, is a narrow and
long bay, which in its northwardly course from the
harbor of New York, breaks through, or turns all the
mountains, affording a tide navigation for vessels of
80 tons to Albany and Troy, 160 miles above New
York. This peculiarity distinguishes
the North
river from all the other bays and rivers of the United States. The fide in no other ascends higher
than the granite ridge, or comes within thirty miles
o[ the Blue Ridge, or eastern chahl of mountains.
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In the North river, it breaks through the Blue Ridge
at West Point, and ascends above the eastern termination of the Catskill, or great western ch.:in.
A few miles above Troy, and the head of the tide,
the Hudson from the north, and the Mohawk from
the west, unite their waters, mid form the North
river.
The HuSson in its course upwards, approaches the waters of lakc Chmnplain, and the. Mohawk,
those of lake Ontario.
I.

HuDsoN

AND

CHAMPLAIN,

OR

NORTHERN

NAVIGATION.

A Cov_PaSr was incorporated several years a_o
lay the state of New York, for the purpose of opening this communication,
and a survey taken by Mr.
l¥eston, a COl))" of which has not )'ct l)ecn obtained.
From collateral information,
it appears that it was
proposed to open a caned 1"2miles long, with a lockV
ag'c of 106 feet, from _, a_erfolxt, at the conflucnee
of the Hudson and MohaM-, to the upper end of the
.great falls of Stillwater.
This was considered as
the most difficult part of the whole route, and the
expense estimated at 275,000 dollars. Another canal
and lock would be necessary around the l'_,llsof tort
Miller:
but the remainder of the navigation up the
Hudson to fort Edwald, does not require any material improvement.
At some distance above fort Edward,
it was intended to connect by a canal and locks, thc Hudson
with tfae ,_,orth Wood creek, at fort Ann.
Thc navig-ation down the creek to Skeensborough
is used,
but requires to be improved.
At this place, where
falls render another canal necessary, North Wood
creek empties into the south bay of lake Champlain ;
and thence is a natural sloop navigation through the
whole extent of the l_ke. The expense of the works
from 'fort Edward to Skecnsborough,
had bce.n estimated at 200,000 doklars.
The fund,, of zhc comp:my were insut_licient, and
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have, it is said, been expended without much per.
manent utility at Stillwater and Skeensborough.
The distance in a straight line from Waterford to
Skeensborough is fifty miles; and the expense of
optning a l_rmanent boat navigation on a proper
plan through the whole line, is from imperfect materims estimatcd at about 800,000 dollars. This communication would divert to a port of the United
States the trade of one half of the statc of Vermont,
a _dof a part of that of New York, which is now wincipally carried through the channel of the St. Laurence, and of the province of Canada.
II. MoHAwK

A_D

ONTARIO, OR WESTERN

_'AVIGATIONo

A COMVANr incorporated by the state of New
York, for the improvement of this navig_ation, has
made considerable progress, and an accurate survey
having been taken of the distances and levels of the
greater part of the route, the result will in the first
place be statvd.
DIST.

FALL.

From the tide water at Troy to
Miles.
Feet.
Lansing mills on the Mob_awk, is
found the greatest impcdiment to
the navigation of that river, consisting of the Cohos falls, which
are 70 feet perpendicular, and of a
succession of other Falls, which
continue to the north river,
4 2-3 140
From Lansing mills up the Mohawk to Schenectady, the height
of the river at the time when the
survey was taken, prevented Mr.
VCeston from correctly ascertaining the levels. The fall for that
distauce is fllerefore estimated at 12 1-3
28 1-4
Carriedfor'a_rd,

17

168 1-4
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DIST.

f3roughtforward,
From Schenectady to the Little
falls,
The Little falls, which before the
improvements made by the company, interrupted altogether the
navigation,
From the little t_alls to fort
Stanwix, now Rome,
This is the head of the navigation, and the summit level between
it and West Wood creek, a branch
of Lake Ontario, is 9 feet 3-4
above that part of the river Mohawk, where the navigation ceases,
-

Feet
168 1-4

57 1-2 110 1-2

3-4
48

42
59 1-2

1 3-4
125

The whole course of the Mohawk is therefore 125 miles in
length, and the t_allthrough that
distance from the summit level to
tide water is 390 feet.
At the distance of one mile and
three quarters is Wood creek, the
bed of which is used to its entrance into lake Oneida, the distance along its meanders being 23
miles, but in the line in which a
canal might be cut, only 14 miles,
and the fall 60 feet,
14
The Oneida forms a natural ca- 20
nal of twenty miles in length, and
communicates by the Onondago
Carriedfaanvard,

FALL.

M_/es
17

54

9 3-4
390

60

60
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Brought forward,

DIST.

PALLJ

_les.

.Feet.

34

60

and Oswego rivers with lake Ontario. The distance by water
down those two rivers to Oswego,
on lake Ontario, is 63 miles. The
upper part of the navigation is
gefierally good, but the last 12
miles t?om the Oswego thlls,
which are not passable, to lake
Ontario, are a continued rapid.
The thll from lake Oneida to
lake Ontario has not been aseer.rained.by actual measurement, but
is estamated at 130 feet. From
Rotterdam, on lake Oneida, to the
mouth of Salmon creek on lake
Ontario, a few miles east of Oswego, the distance is 22 miles; ,and
the ground being favorable, it is
expected that the line of canal
would not exceed 26 miles,
06

130

60

190

The elevation of the summit level between the
Mohawk and the waters of lake Ontario, being only 390 feet above the tide water at Troy, and 190
(,:et abc.ve lake Ontario, a canal navigation is practicable the whole distance. _Vl_ethei this should be
attempted for a sloop or boat navigation, must de.
pend principally, if not altogether, on the supply of
water.
It is stated that the canal from the summit
level to Troy, must neeessarily follow the valley of
the Mohawk, and perhaps occasionally enter and
cross the riw'r. Calculated for a boat navigation,
the expense may be estimated as foUoweth :
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Dollars.
Mr. Weston estimated the expense of
a canal, from Lansing mills to tide water
at Troy, around the Cohoes falls, at
250,000
The distance from the summit level
to Lansing mill is 120 miles, and to lake
Ontario, deducting the 20 miles occupied by lake Oneida, 40 miles, together
160 miles of canal, the digging of which
at 8000 dollars a mile, is
$1,280,000
The Pall from the summit level to
Lansing mills is 250 feet, and to lake
Ontario 190 feet, together 440 feet
lockage, which will require 55 locks of
eight feet lift each. These at 7,500 dollars, the cost of the stone locks erected
by the company at the Little falls, will
cost about
420,000
Feeder ,and aqueducts may be estimated at
250,000
Making" altogether two millions two hundred thousand dollars.

2,200,000

It is not believed that a sloop navigation, if practicable, could be _ffected for a less sum than five
millions of dollars. The following works have already been completed by the company :
At the I,ittle falls a canal three quarters of a mile
in length, has been opened, and a descent of 42 feet
effected by six locks of solid masonry., each of"
which is 70 feet long, and 12 feet wide. At the
German flats, four miles abov_ the Little falls, _nother canal one mile in length, with two stone locks
of the same materials and dimensions, effects a descent of ten feet.
On the summit level a canal one mile- and thnee
quarters in length, and supplied with water from the
river Mohawk by a short feeder, unites that river
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and Wood creek, by means of taro locks of the same
dimensions and materials, one at each extremity of
the canal. All those canals are 2 feet and a half deep,
_4 wide at bottom, and $2 at top, and admit boats of
ten tons. It is proper to state, that at first, wooden
locks had been erected at the Little falls, and brick
locks on the summit canal. At both places they
had become totally unfit for service at the end of seven years, and it was necessary to replace them by
stone locks: a circumstance which encreascd considcrably the expense of the undertaking.
Several minor improvements have been made ou
the Mohawk ; and the navi._ation of V_rood creek, of
w'hich the principal defect is want of water, has been
improved by raising dams, and by the erection of
four temporary wooden locks. But until a canal slaall
have been opened the whole distance from the summit lcvel to lake Oneida, the nav igation will be imperfect, and the profits inconsiderable.
The fimds of the company do not enable them to
undert_tke the necessary improvements at the two
extremities of the line, a canal around the Cohoes
t:allsto tide water, and another canal from lake Oneida
to lake Ontario. The usual portage at the first place
is from Schenect,_dy to Albany ; and a very good and
e.xpcnsive artificial road of 16 miles, made by another
company, unites the two towns. Another company
has lately been incorporated, for the purpose of
making an artificial road at the other extremity of the
line from Rotterdam, on lake Oneida, to Salmon
crock on lake Ontario.
The capital of the company is 2S2,000 dollars,
of which the state of New York ow_ls 9"2,000; but
with the exception of one dividend of S per cent.
all the tolls have been applied to the works ; and in.
eluding these and a debt of 20,000 dollars due by the
company, the whole expenditure amounts to 370,000
dollars. The annual tolis do not yet exceed 13,000
dollars.
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IlL NIAGARA.
"I'_z fall from lake Erie to lake Ontario has already been stated at 450 feet. A company had also
been incorporated by the state of New York, for the
purpose of opening a canal at this place: but it
does not appear that any thing ever was attempted
after the survey had been made. The intention seems
to have been to open a canal navigation for boats only, from fort Schlosser to Devil's hole ; the lake itself
and Giles's creek would have supplied the water, and
the expense was estimated at 437,000 dollars.
It is however evident that the canal, in order to be
as eminently useful as the nature of the undertaking
seems to require, should be on such sc',de as to admit
t"essels which can navigate both lakes. Considering
the distance, which in that case must be extended to
about ten miles, and the lockage of 4.50 feet, it is not
believed that the expense can be estimated at less
than 1,000,000 dollars.

THE works necessat)' to effect water communications between the tide water of the North river, the
St. Laurence, and all the lake_, (lake Superior only
excepted) are therefore estimated at four millions of
dollars, viz.
Dollars.
Northern navigation to lake Champlain,
800,000
Western navigation to lake Ontario,
2,200,000
Falls of Niagara for a sloop navig',_tion, 1,000,000

L

4,000,000
.

I

The papers relative to those communications will
be found under the letter (B.) ; but the utility of these
will not be confined to the extensive navigation of the
lakes themselves.
For the mountains being completely turned, when arrived into lake Erie, the ridge
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trhich separates the waters emptying
into that and
into lake Michigan,
from the northern branches of
the Ohio, and from the waters of the Mississippi,
is of a moderate elevation,
and is gradually
depressed
in its course westwardly.
There is no
doubt of the practicability
of opening canals at a '_"uture period, between several of those w.qters, either
by selecting proper levels, or by means of short tunnels across favorable parts of the ridge. It will at
present be.sufficient to point out the principal com.
munlcations
now in use.
The distance from lake Erie to lake Chetoughe,
an extensive and important elevated reservoir, which
is the source of the Canowango branch of the Alleg.
heny, is seven miles by a continual ascent, the elevation of which is not ascertained.
From Presqu' isle on lake Erie, to Le Beuf on
French creek, another branch of the Allegheny, file
distance is sixteen miles, and a eompalw is incorporated by the state of Pennsylvania, for making an artificial road across that portage.
The navigation
fi'om lake Chetoughe,
and from
Le Beuf to _ittsburgh,
offers no impediment
whenever the waters are high ; and the greater p;_rt of the
salt now consumed
in the north-west
cotmtics of
Pennsylvania,
as fitr as Pittsbtlrgh,
and some distance down the Ohio, is brought from the salt springs
of New York, by Oswego, throughlake
Ontario;
then across the portage of Niagara to lake Erie, and
thence by either of the two last mcntioned portages
to the waters of the river Allegheny.
The distance from the place where the Cayuga, a
river emptying into lake Erie, ceases to lx na_iffable, to the navtgable waters of the .. Iuskin_um,whtch
empties into the Ohio 170 miles below Pittsburgh,
is only six miles ; and a company is said to be formed for the Improvement
of that communication.
Sandusky river and the Sciolo take their sources
in the same swamp.
The na_'igation of the Miami
of lake Erie is interrupted by" some falls ; but its up--
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_er branches approach those of the Miami of the
Ohio, and of the Wabash, and are stated as being
nearly on the same level.
The Illinois river, which empties into the Mississippi above St. Louis, rises in a swamp, which when
the waters are high, affords a natural canoe navigation to the sources of Chicago creek_ a short stream_
which falls into lake Michigan, at its southern extremity.
Another communication generally used by the
Indian traders is that from Green bay, also in lake
Michigan, to the Mississippi, by Fox river, and tho
Ouisconsing. Nor is there any doubt that if the inland navigation between the North river and the
lakes was completely opened, the whole Indian trade
either of file Mississippi by lake Michigan, or of the
north-west by lake Superior, must necessarily center
in ml Atlantic port of the United States; a consideration of minor importance as a commercial object, when compared with the other advantages of
that great communication, but of great weight in its
relation to the political intercourse of the United
States, with the Indians.

INTERIOR

CANALS.

UNDZl_ this denomination will be included all
the canals of which any knowledge has been obtained, and which are not immediately on the rivers
opening communications with the western waters or
with those of the St. Laurence, although some of
them may be considered as extending those communications to more remote sea ports. The documents
from which the information is extracted will be.
fbund under the letters (C. c.)
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I.

MERRIMACK.

Tn_ navigation of that river, which risingin the
state of New-Hampshire, falls into the sea at NewbuD'port after a course of 180 miles, is interrupted
by several falls. A canal called Blodget's canal has
been opcncd around Asmoskeag falls. Lower down
and abont 40 miles from the sea, the Essex canal, 4
miles in length, and admitting boats drawing 5 feet
and a half, will open a communication around the
Patucket fidls, effecting through 3 locks, a descent of
.54 l_:et. From the lower extremity of the canal, the
river is navigable to the head of the tide at Haverhill,
although the t_allbe 45 !_'et within that distance. No
particular account has been received of the capital expended ; but it is believed that the work will be profitable to the undertakers.
The Middlesex canal, uniting thc waters of that
ri_er with the harbor of Boston, is however the
_r_atcst work of the kind which has been completed in the United States.
That canal, 1"2feet widc and 5 1-2 fect deep, draws
its supply of water from Sudbury or Concord river,
a br,uach of the Merrimack, and from the summit
ground extends six miles with a descent of 28 feet
to the Merrimack above the Patucket f:dls, and 22
miles with a descent of 107 feet to the tide water of
the harbour of Boston. The descent to the Merrimack is effected by thl_:e, and that to tide water, by
nineteen locks. They are all 90 feet long, 12 feet
wide, of solid masonry and excellent workmanship.
In order to own that canal, it was necessary 'to
dig in some places at the depth of 20 feet, to cut
through ledges of rocks, to fill some vallies and morasses, and to throw sevcral aqucducts across the intervening rivers. O.'ae of these across the river
Shawshine is 280 feet long, and 9.2 feet above the
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river. All those obstacles l_ve been overcome, and
boats of 24 tons, 75 feet long and 11 feet wide, can
navigate the canal. Those in most general use are
of-_maller dimensions, and are drawn by two horses
at the rate of three miles an hour. A raft of one mile
in length and containing eight hundred tons of timber, has been drawn by two oxen, part of the way at
the rate of one mile an hour. Common boats pass
from one end of the canal to the other m 12 hours.
The capital expended on the work is stated at
478,000 dollars, and the water rights and necessary.
land cost a farther sum of 58,000 dollars. The total expensc has exceeded 550,000 dollars : the_tolls
have never vet exceeded 17,000 dollars a )'car, but
are encrcasi,ag.
Several other canals ha_e been contemplated in the
state of Massachusetts, intended to uHite the waters
of Providence or Patucket rivcr, wid_ tho_ of
Charles river , which falls into the harbor of Bo,ton,
and of the ri_r Connecticut.
The grounds have
been surveyed, but no particular description h,s
been obtained, and the works have not vet been
commenced.
II.

$CHtJVLr:_LL A_,,r_DELxW^aZ.

A CoMPaNy was incorporated several year._
ago by the state of Pcnnsylvania, tbr op_'.u_g a ca..'al
from Norristown, on the ri_cr Schux Ikill, to the tide
water of the Delaware at Philadclp!;],_. The di,_tancc
is 16 miles, the tall 5:3 fect, and the canal dcrivi,ag its
water fi'om the Schuylkill, would have bccn carried
on a level to Philadelphia, and in its descent to the
Delaware supplied the city with wattr, and the shipping with docks. The expense had b_:cn estimated
at 5:33,000 dollaru; the work was commenced, one
third part of the digging effected, and a considerable
sum expendcd.
But either from want of funds, or
from an improper sclcction of the ground, or from
other causes not full)" tmderstood, the undertakii:g

it not altogether abandoned, has been suspended for
seve_ years.
This canal was intended as the first link of an extensive western communication.
The Schuylkill,
from Norristown to Reading, 46 miles higher up the
river, being navigable a _.a.. t portion of the year, was
considered as the next link.
III.

Scnu_'LXXLL

AND

SUSqUERANNAH.

AN' 0 THE R company
wRs incorporated, for the pur.
lx_se of opening an inland navigation between Readrag, on the Schuylkill, to Middletown, on the Susquehannah. Both towns are in the great Lime stone
valley, beyond the Blue Ridge, and the distance is 7a
miles. It had been at first supposed that it would
be sufficient to cut a canal four miles in length, on
the summit level between the two rivers ; and thereby
to unite the Tulpehocken which falls into the Schuylkill, with the Quitipahilla, a branch of the Swatara,
which empties into the Susquehannah.
But it was
soon ascertained that the original plan of improving
by a succession of dams the navigation of those small
rivers was erroneous, and that it would be necessary
to cut a canal the whole way.
The summit level is at an elevation of 310 feet
above the.Schuylkill, and of 508 feet above the Sus.
quehannah.
Adjacent springs are considered su_caent for the upper locks : m_dthe creeks would after
short descent afford an abundant supply. The proposed dimensions of the canal were a breadth of'20
feet at the bottom, and a depth of 3 feet and a half:
and the expense was estimated at near 1,500,000
dollars.
The work was commenced : the canal has been cut
the whole distance of 4 miles on file summit level ;
five locks made of brick have been constructed; land
and water rights have been purchased, and a considerable capital has been expended.
But although
the state of Pensylvania has permitted the compan)
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to raise 266,000 dollars by lottez:v,and is bound to
pay to them 300,000 dollars whenever the work shall
have been completed, it remains suspended for want
of funds.
The great loekage necessary for this canal, is the
principal objection to that line of communication : and
it has.been suggested that a canal from Columbia, on
the Susquehannah, to tide water or to the great Delaware and Chesapeake canal, would be much less expensive, and equally beneficial both to the interior
country and to Philadelphia. This question, as many
others suggested in this report, cannot be decided by
any bu*.l.tactical and skilful engineers.
IV.

APPOMATT0X.

A C oMr.^ NYhas been incorporated for opening
a canal from the upper cnd of the falls of that river,
which is thc south branch of James Rivcr, to Pctersburgh on the head of the tide. The distancc is five
miles, and the descent more than thirty ti:et to a ba_on, about 60 feet ubove the tide, in which the cmual
will terminate.
The water is drawn from the river ;
and the canal 16 feet wide, 3 ti:ct deep, and admitting
boats of 6 tons, is nearly complcted. The capital
already expended amounts to sixty thousand dollars.
But the company own thirty aegrocs, and suppose
that their labor, and a further sum of ten thousand
dollars, will be sufficient to build the locks, and to
dig about half a mile which rcmain_ to be cut in order to open the communication between the river
and the bason. This work which has bccn carried
on with much zeal, and at a small expense, will Ol_-n
an import.ant navigation of ncar 100 mike.
V.

NEVSE ._nD Bi.._vro_'r.

Tar harbor of Bcaufcwt, in North Calolina,
and whichamust not be conibunded with that ofthc
_,rte name in South Carolina, admit_ vessels draw-
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trig eighteen feet of water.
Oeracoke inlet the only
mvigable entrance into the Pamtico and Atbemarlc
sounds, that extensive estuary of the rivers Chowan,
Roanoke, Tar and Neuse, has less water, and is 70
miles from Newbern,
on the last mentioned river.
The distance between Newport, or Beaufort river
and the Meuse, being only three miles, and the elevatlon of the highest intervening ground no more than
seven feet above tide water, a canal uniting file two
rivers, was undertaken by a company incorporated
for that purpose by the state of North Carolina.
All
the shares have, from particular circumstances,
become the property of one individuM ; and the work
which had been commenced some years ago, is now
suspended.
VI.

CxPz

FEAa

Rivz_.

A C o Mr x NY incorporated
by fl_e same state_
for improving the navigation of this river, after having exhausted a portion of their funds, which did not
exceed twelve thousand dollars, in fruitless attempts
to improve the natural navigation of the river, have
opened a canal with a lock, which opens a safe passat,;e around the Buck horn or great falls, seven miles
be-I ow the junction of the Deep and Haw river. Another" canal, six miles in length, with two locks, is necess ary around Smilie's falls. Nearly half that distanct" has been completed ; but the work is now suspendt d for want of funds.
The legislature
has
lately authorised
the company to encrease their
capital
VII.

Nzw

ORLEANS.

"l'r_ 1_canal Carondelet, which has already been
mentione d, extends from Bayou St. John, to the fortificatiom, or ditch of the city, and thereby op.ens all
inl_md col umu,fication
with lake Pontchartram.
A
company

t s incorporated

by the territorial

legislature,
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for the purpose of repairing and improving that work
and of uniting the canal by locks with the Mississippi. Independent of other advantages, this undertaking would enable government to transport with facility and use the same naval force for, the defence of
both the Mississippi and lake Pomchartrain, the two
great avenues by which New Orleans may be approached from the sea.
I

TURNPIKE,

I

OR ARTIFICIAL

ROADS.

A great number of artificial roads have been
eortipleted in the eastern and middlc states, at an expense varying from less than one thousand to fourteen thousand dollars a mile. The labor bestowed
on the least expensive specics consists in shortening
the distance, diminishing die ascent of hills, removing rocks, levelling, raising and giving a proper
shape to the bed of the roads, drahfing them by
ditches, mad erecting bridges over the intervening
streams. But the natural soil of the road is used,
instead of coveriqg it with a stratum of gravel or
pounded stones.
It appears by one of the papers marked (D.)
under which letter will be fom_d all the information
which has been obtained respecting roads, that fifty
turnpike companies have been incorporated, since
the year 1803, in the state of Connecticut alone; and
that the roads undertaken by those companies are all
of that description.
Thirty nine of those roads extending together 770 miles, are completed. The
most expensive is that from New Haven to Hartford,
which has cost 79,261 dollars ; or the distance being
S4 miles and three quarters, at the rate of 2,280 dollars a mile : but about 18,000 dollars of the capital
have been expended in the purchase of the land
through which the road is carried. The nett income
on this road, deducting the annual repairs mid expcnr,es from the annual tolls, does not exceed 5000 dol-
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lars. Of six of the roads, which together extend lt_0
miles, no account has been received.
The other thirty two extend together 615 miles, and have cost only
340,000 dollars, or on an average at the rate of 550
dollars a mile : and it seems that the aggregate of an.
nual tolls on the whole is 86,000 dollars ; from which
deducting the annual repairs and expenses, amounting to 48,000 dollars, leaves a nett income of 38,000
dollars, or of about eleven per cent. on the capital
expended.
No particular account has been received of the
roads in the other eastern states; but it is known
that besides some of a similar description with those
of the state of Connecticut,
several of a more expensive kind have been completed, particularly in Mas.
sachusetts.
The cost has varied from 3000 to 14,000
dollars a mile; and amongst artificial roads of tim
first grade may be mentioned
those from Boston to
Providence, to Salem, and to Newburyport,
These
are all covered with an artificial stratum of gravel or
pounded stones, and finished in the most substantial
manner.
Great expense has also been incurred in
order to shorten the distance without exceeding
the
angle ofascent, which is fixed at 5 degrees ; and it is
stated that the road to Newburyport,
3"2 miles in
length, and in which marshes mid rocks presented
considerable obstacles, has cost 400,000 dollars, or at
the rate t)f 19,500 dollars a mile.
Those expensive
roads, however useful and permmlent,
appear to be
much less profitable than those of Connecticut.
The
Salem road is said to yield six per cent. another road
has been stated as ylelcling eight per cent. the income
of all the others in the state of Massachussetts,
is
said not to exceed on an average three per cent. and
that ot" the road from Bo,;ton to Newburyport,
amounts to no more fl_an two per cent.
A greater capital has been _estcd on turnpike
roads ill the state of New York, than in any other.
In less than seven years, sixty seven companies have
been hacorporated, with a nominal capital of near five
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millions of dollars, for the purpose of making mo_m
than 3000 miles of artificial roads ; and twenty one
other companies have also been incorporated with a
capital of 400,000 dollars ; for the purpose of erecting
9.1 toll bridges.
Although no particular account has
been received either of the capital actually expended,
of the annual amount of tolls, or of the materials of
the roads, it is known that great progress has been
made : and it has been stated that nine hundred miles
of road were already completed by 28 companies,
whose capital amounted to 1,800,000 dollars, and
who had 200 miles of road more to finish.
Those roads extend in every direction, but particularly from every to_na or village on tile North
river, westwardly and north-westwardly, towards the
waters of the Susquehannah, and those of the great
lakes. The most expensive is that from Albany to
Schenectady, fourteen miles long, and which has
cost at the rate of ten thousand dollars a mile. Near
140 miles of roads extending westwardly from Albany
and Schenectady, appear to have cost at the rate of
2,500 or 5,000 dollars a mile. The expense of all
the others does not seem on an average to exceed
1,250 dollars a mile.
More detailed information has l×'cn obtained respecting the roads in New Jersey, Pcnnsyl-'ania and
Maryland.
In New Jerse_ a turnpike road has lattlv bcen
completed from Frenton to Brunswick.
T'he di_lance is 25 miles; the greatest angle of ascel-t .3
degrees, and the road is nearly in a straight line, the
only considerable obstructio_a being the " Sand
Hills," through which it was necessary to dig at the
depth of thirty feet, in order not to exceed the angle
of ascent. The road is 96 feet wide, fiftcen feet' of
which are covered with about 6 inchcs of gravel. A
few wooden bridges with stone abutments and plcrs
have been erected across the intervening streams.
The whole expense is stated at 2,500 dollars a mile.
Fronx Brunswick tbc road will be extended to FAiza.
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beth town, and the work is now progressing. Another
road has been undertaken in the same state from
Brunswick to Easton, on the river Delaware.
The
distance is 43 miles, of which eleven have been completed at an expense of 40,000 dollars. This road
will be more expensive than the preceding, both on
account of the ground, the bridges being more nume.
rous, and the Blue R;dgc, (Musconekong mountain)
intervening: and because a more substantiM facing
or greater tlaich_o_s of g'r'avcl is requisite.
The
funds of the company are exhausted.
In Pennsylvania artificial roads of the most substantial kind_ have been completed, or are progressing,
from Philadelphia, in sundry directions.
The principal arc to Bristol and Trenton, 12 miles
of which are completed ; to Germantown and Pcrkiomen, with two branches to Willow Grove, aml to
_hesnut Hill ; and to Lancaster and Columbia, with
a branch to Harrisburgh.
The distance from Philadell)hia to Perkiomen is
25 miles and a quarter ; the two branches extend,
one 10 miles and the other 7 miles and a half; making
together, near 43 miles. The angle of ascent is 4
degrees ; the breadth of the road tiftv feet, of which
28 f_et, having a convexity of 15 inc]_es, ore covered
with a stratum either of graxel 18 inches thick or of
pounded stones 12 inches thick.
One half of the
stones formin_ the lower part of the stratum, are
broken into pieces not more than five inches in diameter : the other half or upper part of the stratum
consists of stones broken into pieces not more than
two inches and a half in diameter : and this difference in the size of the stones is represcnted as a
considerable defect.
Side or summer roads extend
on each side of the ,gravel or stone road. The five
miles next to Philadelphia have cost at the rate of
14,517 dollars a mile. The other 20 miles and a half at
the rate of 10,490 dollms a mite. Yet there were no
natural imFediments , and only sm,,ll bridges or cul_erts were necessary. The capital expended on ',h( ",e
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"25miles and a half is 285,000 dolls. : the tolls amount
to 19,000 dollars : the annual repairs and expenses to
10,000 dollars : the nett income to about 9,000 dollars,
or httlc more than 3 per cent. on the capital expended.
The distance from the Schuylkill, at Philadelphia,
to Lancaster, is 62 miles and a quarter. Exclusively
of the side or summer roads, twenty four feet of the
bed of the road are covered with a stratum of pounded
stones 18 inches thick in the middle of the road, :rod
decreasing each way to 12 inches. The Wiley
hills are the most elev'tted and steep on the road;
but the angle of ascent no where exceeds 4 degrees.
Stone brld.t.ms have been erected across all the intervening streams. That acro_ the river Conestogo
consisting of nine arches, is private property ; and the
most expensive built by the company, is that across
the Brandywine, consisting of three arches of solid
masonry, and which cost 19,(K)0 dollars. The capital of the company amounted to 360,000 dollars ; but
this being insufficient, it became necessatw to apply a
considerable portion of the tolls to the completion of
the work.
The wholc expense amounts to 465,000
dollars, or at the rate of about 7,500 dollars a mile. The
annual tolls have not yet exceeded 25,()0() dollars ;
and the annnual repairs and expenses arc estimated
at 13,000, leaving a nett income of about 12,000 dollars. The prospect of an increased profit, derived
from the proposed extension of the road, has however
raised the price of that stock nearly to par.
The Lancaster road, the first {'xtcnsive turnpike
that was completed in the United States, is the first
link of the great western communication from Philadelphia.
It has been extended ten miles wcstwardlv
to Columbia on the Susquehammh, and another
branch is now progressing northwestwardly to Itarrisburgh, "alsoon the Susquehannah, and $6 miles from
Lancaster.
The state of Pennsylvania has also in,'orporated two companies in order to extend the
road by two different routes as far as Pittsburgh on
the Olrio, and near 3_'_ mile_ from Philadelphi_
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The southern route, following the main post roacL
passes by Bedford and Somerset,
The northern
route passes by Huntingdon and Frankstown, the
highest point to which the Juniata branch of the
Susquehannah is navigable. To this route the state
has authorised a subscription of one hundred thousand
dollars.
Other roads in a north-west direction from Philadelphia, towards the Genessee and Presqufisle on lake
Erie, are also progressing, and have been encouraged
by the subscriptions or donations of the legislature.
They are generally on a much less expensive plan
than those in the direction of Pittsburgh.
A seetion of 30 miles from Lausanne on the Lehigh, to
Nescopeck on the Susquehannah, has been completed
at the expense of 36,000 dollars, bv a company ; and
it is intended to extend it 70 miles t'urther to Newton,
on the Tioga branch of the Susquehannah.
In Maryland, roads extending from Bahimore in
various directions, have lately been undertaken by
several companies and are rap_dly progressing.
On
the falls turnpike, which extends in a northerly direc.
tion, about four miles of a road 22 feet wide, covered
with a stratum of pounded stones l0 inches thick,
and having an ascent not exceeding 4 degrees, have
been completed at the rate of 7,500 dollars a mile.
The " Reister town" turnpike, in a northwest.
wardly direction, extends 16 miles to that village ;
whence two branches extending one 19 and the other
29 miles farther, will enter Pennsylvania at two different places. The road 24 feet wide, is covered
With a stratum 12 inches thick, of pounded stones
not more than 3 inches in diameter.
The angle of
ascent does not exceed 3 degrees and a half. Ten
miles have been completed at the expense of 10,000
dollars a mile, and the work is progressing.
The
capital of the company amounts to 420,000 dollars.
The capital of the "Frederick town" turnpike
company amounts to 500,000 dollars ; and the company is authorised to open the great western road, as
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tkr as Boonsborough, beyond the Blue Ridge, and 62
miles from Baltimore.
The angle of ascent will not
exceed 4 degrees; the road has a convexity of 9
inches, and on a breadth of 22 feet is covered with a
stratum 10inches thick of pounded stones, not exceeding 3 inches in diameter, over which are spread t_ o
inches of gravel or coarse sand. The first 20miles next
to Baltimore have cost at the rate of 9,000 dollars.
and the next 17 miles are contracted foratthe rate of
7,000 dollars a mile,
Thc distance fi'om Boonsborough to Cumberland,
at the foot of the Allegheny mountain, following the
present road is 75 miles, and although file compan_
Is not yet authorised to extend the turnpike to that
place, the ground has been surveyed, and it is aseer.
rained that the road may he continued with an angle
of ascent not exceeding 4 degrees. The ascent of
the road laid out by the United States from Cumberland to Brownsville, on the Monongahela, does not
exceed 5 degrees, mid the dis"taneeis 72 miles : making the whole distance of a turnpike road fi'6m Baltimore to the navigable waters of the Ohio, 207
miles.
The distance from the City of Washington
to the same spot on the Monongahela is some miles
shorter, being as has ,-alreadybeen stated, the shortest
communication lx'tween tide water and the navigable western waters.
South of the Potomac few artificial roads have
been undertaken.
From Alexandria one is now progrcssin._ in a northwcstwardly direction towards
bliddleburgh.
Another has lately been commenced
from Richmond to Ross's coal mine. But the only
one which, so thr as aaly accounts have been received,
is completed, extends 12 miles from Manchester, opposite to Richmond, in a westwardly direction to the
coal mines of Falling creek. This road, 36 feet wide
is gravelled and has cost 50,000 dollars : but the last
4 miles did not cost more than at the rate of 3000
dollars a mile. Yet it is sufficiently substantial, the
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route being
four toils.

_cr)

lcvel,

to admit waggons

carrying

The greater progrcss made in the improvement
of
roads in the northern
parts of the union, must be
principally
ascribed to a more compact population,
which renders those improvcments
more m cessary,
and at the same time supplies with greater thcility
the means of effecting them.
The same diflbrence
is perceptible
in the number of bridges erected in
the several states.
In the eastern states, and particularly
Massachusetts, woodea_ bridges uniting boldness to elegance,
and having no defect but want of durability, have
been erected ovcr the broadest and deepest rivers.
In the lower counties of Pennsylvania
stone bridges
arc generally
found across all the small streams.
Both in that state, and at some distance eastwardly,
bridges with stone piers ,and al)utmcnts, and a wooden superstructure
are common over wide rivers. Of
these the most expensive, and which may be considered as the first in the United States, is the permanent Schuylkill bridge near Philadelphia, erected
by a company at an expense of 500,000 dolFars. Its
length including the abutmcnt.s does not exceed 750
feet, and it is supported
only by txxo piers and the
abutmvnts.
But those piers, i95 feet apart, are of the
mo_t solid workmanship,
and one of lhem was sunk
at a depth of more than 9.4 feet below low wattr. The
brid._c is 42 feet wide, and the wooden superstructure is enclosed and covered x_ith a ._hingle root.
The want of bridges south of Pennsylvania,
even
on the main post road, is sensibly felt.
One lately
thrown across the Potontae 3 miies above the city
of Washington,
and which x_ithout any intervening
piers is wholly suspended
to iron chains extending
from bank to [_ank, deserves notice on account of the
boldness of its construction,
and of its comparative
cheapness.
The principle of this new plan, derived
from the tenacity of iron, seems applicable to all rapid streams of a moderate breadth.
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The general principles of improved roads seem to
be : 1st, the reduction of hills by diminishmg the angle of ascent, which ought not to exceed, whenever
practicable, 3 degrees and a half, ,and trader no circumstances
five degrees : 2d, a sufficient convexity
in the bed of the road, together with ditches
an}l
drains, all which are intended to prc_ent the injury
caused by standing water or freshets:
3d, an artificial bed of pounded stones or gravel suflicienth, substantial to support the weight of the cmviages in
general use on the road, either for the corn evancc of
persons, or tbr the trausportation
of merchav_dize.
On the last point it appears from the facts already
stated, or scattered in the communications
rcccivecl
on that subject : 1st, That the stones ought to be
similar in quality and reduced
to the same size,
which should not exceed three inches in dianacter :
2d, That the preferable qualities of stone, rank in the
following ordcr_lmrd
black stone, granite, flint, or
quartz,
blue lime stone, white ditto: 3d, That the
stnmlm may bc either of pounded stones 12 incl:cs
thick, or of'pounded
stones 10 inches thick, with 2
inches of gravel spread over the stones; or entirel_
of gravel 18 inches thick : 4th, That _hcn the materials are equally convenient, the expense of those
three modes will not materially difl'cr, lint that the
rate of expense depends principally on the number
of hills and bridges, distance of materials, breadth of
the road, and price of labor: and 5th, That the
general adoption of broad xxhecls for the transportation of heavy loads, is necessary to tim fldl cnjo)ment
of the advantages
expectcd from the most _ubstantial artificial roads.
(In the degree ¢_fconvexity and
on the proper shape to be gi_ en to the natural bed of
the road under the artifici',d stratum, a diversity of
opinions seems to prevail.
The roads heretofore made

may

bc divided

into

three general classc_.
1. "l'hosc where lhe onl_ imprmcment
consists
in the rcdw'tiou
of hills, w'ld in the con;'cxity and
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ditches of the road, whereby the angle of ascent is
rendered more easy, and standing water excluded ;
but where the natural soil is used without any artificial stratum.
The expense of these roads may vat).
according to local circumstances, and the perfection
of the work, from five hundred to one thousand dollars a mile. They are most generally in use in the
eastern states, and may be _ntrodueed with advantage
in all those districts of country, where wealth does
not admit more expensive improvements, or where
the materials of an artificial stratum are altogether
wanting.
It is only in the last case, that they may
be considered as a national object; and no other improvement besides bridges and causeways, is perhaps
practicable in flue lower country of the southern
states,
Iron, and even timber rail roads, may however be sometimes substituted in those level parts of
the country, where stones and gravel are not to be
found.
2. Roads prepared as above, of a reduced breadth,
and covered with a thin coat of g'ravel not more than
six or nine inches thick ; such as the turnpike lately
made between Trenton and Brunswick. These roads,
the-.xpense of which may be estimated at about
3000 dollars a mile, may be used wherever the frost
does not materially affect them, and in every climate,
when thev are intended principally for the conveyancc of persons, and not for the transportation of heavy loads.
5. The artificial roads of the bcst contruction,
such as have been already described.
These when
not exceeding 22 feet in breadth, and except in the
vicinity of"large cities, will cost at the rate of 7000
dollars a mile, exclusively of bridges over large rivers. And they must be resorted to, whenever a com.
mercial road for heavy transportation is intended,
artieularly in the middle states, or rather in the
nited States, between 41 and 36 degrees of north
latitude. North of the 41st de_ee, the snow lies generally during the whole winter; and flue great bulk
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of heavy transportation is effected in sleighs during
that season. There is therefore less necessity for
using the roads in the spring ; and they are also better protected against the effects of the frost by the
suow. South of the 36th degree, which in the Atlantic states may be considered as the boundary of
the great cotton cultivation, the frost does not materially injure the roads. It is between those two extremes that the most substantial are required ; and it
also happens that the great land communications with
the western c0antry, which considerably increase the
amount of transportation, are principally within the
same limits.
The _ame principles, which have directed the ar.
rangement adopted in this report in relation to canals,
will also point out those roads which scem in the
first instance to claim the patronage of the general
government.
Those which appear most necessau" for thc communications between the Atlantm and western rivers have already been mentioned under that head;
and the improvement of the water communication between the North river aiad the great lakes
ought to take the preccdencc of any other in that direction.
That road which therefore seems exclusively to
claim public attention, is a great turnpike extending
from Maine to Georgia in the general direction of the
sea coast and main post road, and passing thr!_ugh
all the principal sea ports. The general convcmcnce
and importance of such a work arc too obvions to rere any comments : and the expense seems to be
primary object of consideration.
The distance will bc roughly estimated at 1,600
miles ; and from what has been stated on the subject
of roads generally, it may bc inii:rrcd that the greater
part of the road being intended almo._,tcxclubive]y
for travelling, and not ibr transportation of heavy articles, the expense cannot exceed the rate of 3,000
dollars a mile. For akhou.gh some detached portions
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of the route, being commercial roads, must be improved as such, and at a greater expense ; an equivalent reduction in other parts will result from those
portions which are already improved by private companies, and from the impossibility, for want of materials for an artificial stratum, of going in some
places beyond what has been described as the first or
cheapest species of turnpikes.
The whole expense
ma$- therefore be estimated at 4,800,000 dollars.
A secondary object, but of more importance to go.
vernment than to individuals, would be the improvement, on a much less expensive scale, of certain portions of roads leadhag to some points on the extremes
of the union, intended principally for the purpose of
accelerating the progress of the mail, and the prompt
transmission of information of a public nature. The
oints contemplated, are Detroit, St. Louis in Upper
ouisiana, mad New Orleans. The portions of road
which traversing a wilderness cannot be improved
without the aid of the United States, are ; from the
Tuscarora branch of the Muskingum to Detroit;
from Cincinnati, by Vincennes, to St. Louis; and
from Nashville in Tennessee, or Athens m Georgia;
to Natches.
The expense necessary to enable the
mail and evcn stages to proceed at the rate of 80
miles a day, may, at the rate of about 200 dollars a
mile, including bridges over all the small streams, be.
estimated for those three roads, at 200,000 dollars.

R E C./1PI"I'gT.L./ITIO N dAD

.R_ S OUR C.E&

Tn v improvements which have been respectfull_
suggested as most important, in order to fi_cilitate
the communication between the great geographical
divisions of the United States, wiU now be recapitulated ; and their expense compared with the resource.,,
applicable to that object.
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I. From north to south, in a direction parallel to
the sea coast:
Dollars.
1. Canals opening an inland lmvigation for sea vessels from
Massachusetts to North Carolina, being more than two
thirds of the Atlantic sea
coast of the United States,
and across all the pr;,neipal
capes, cape Fear excepted, 3,000,000
:2. A great turnpike road from
Maine to Geor.<ia, along the
whole extent oi"the Atl:mtic
sea coast,
4,800,000
7,800,000
IL From easttowest,formingcommunicatlons
acrossthe
mountains bctween the Atlantic
and western rivers :
1. Improvement of the navigation of four great Atlantic
rivers, including canals parallel to them,
1,500,000
2. Four first rate turnpike roads
from those rivers'across file
mountains, to the four corresponding western rivers, 2,800,000
3. Canal around the falls of the
Ohio,
.
300,000
4. Improvement ofroadsto Detroit, St. Louis and New Orleans,
200,000
' 4,800,000
III. In a northern and north
westardly direction, ibrming inland navigations between the
Atlantic sea coast, and the great
lakes and the St. Laurence :
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Brought forward,
12,600,000
L Inland navigation between,
the North river and lake
Champlain,
.
•
800,000
2. Great roland navigation open- "
ed the whole way by canals,
from the North river to lakc
Ontario,
2,200,000
3. Canal around the falls and
rapids of Niagara, opening a
sloop navigation from lake
Ontario to the uppe.r lakes, as
far as the extremtties of lake
Michigan,
_
- 1,000,000
4,000,000
Making together,

-

$16,600,000
m

IV. The great geographical features of the country have been solely adhered to in pointing out those
lines ot' communication : and these appear to embrace
all the great interests of the union, anti to be calculated to diffuse and enerease the national wealth in a
very general way, by opening an intercourse between
the remotest extremes of the United States. Yet it
must neoessarily result from an adherence to that
t_.orinciple,that those parts of the Atlantic states
ugh which the great western and north west eommumcattons will be carried, must, in addition to the
general "advantages in which they will participate, re.
ceive from those communications greater local and
Immediate benefits, than the eastern, and perhaps
southern states. As the expense must be defrayed
from the general funds of the union, justice, and perhaps policy not less than justice, seem to require that
.a number of local improvemems, sufficient to equalme the advantages, should also be undertaken in
those states, parts of states, or districts, which are less
immediately interested in those inland communica_.s.
Arithmetical precision cannot indeed be oh-
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rained in objects of that kind ; nor would an apportionment of the monies applied, according to the
population of each state, be either just or practicable ; since roads, and particularly canals, are often of
_eater utility to the states which they unite, than
to those through which they pass. But a sut_cient
number of local improvements, consisting either of
roads or can',ds, may without any material difficulty
be selected so as to do substantial justice, mad givc
general satisfaction. _rithout pretending to su_%_,est
what would be the additional sum necessary for that
object, it will, for the sake of round numbers, be estL
mated at
.
3,400,000
Which added to the sum estimated
for general improvements,
16,600,000
Would make an agg're_ate oftwenty mitlions of dollars,
-

20,000,000

All annual appropriation of two million of dollars,
would accomplish all those great objects in ten years,
and may without inconvenience, be supplied in time
of peace, by the existing revenues _md resources of
the United States. This may be examplified in several ways.
The annual appropriation on account of the principal and interest of the public debt, has, during the
last _ix years, amountcd to eight nfillions of do'liars.
After the present year, or at farthest, after the ensuing year, the sum which, on account of the irre.
deemable nature of the rem.'fining debt, may be applied to that object, canno't in any one year exceed
4,600,000 dollars, leaving therefore from that source
•,done, an annu',d surplus of 3,400,000 dollars, applicable to any other object.
From the 1st January, 1801, to the 1st January,
t809, a period of eight years, the United States shall
have discharged about 34 millions of the principal of
the old debt, or deducting the Louisiana debt, incurred during the same period, and not yet discharg-
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ed, about 23 millions of dollars. They may with
equal facility, apply in a period of ten w,,l _, a sum of
9.0 millions of dollars, to internal imI>ro_cm,:nt_..
The annual permanent revenue of the United
States, calculated on a state of general peace, and on
the most moderate estimate, was in a report made to
Congress on the 6th day of December, 1806, computed for the years 1809-1815, at 14 millions of dollars, The annual expenses on the peace establishment, and includingthe 4,600,000 dollars, o_aaccount
of the debt, and 400,000 dollars for contingencies,
do not exceed eight millions and a half, leaving art
annual surplus of five millions and a half of dollars.
To provide for the protection and dei_ncc of the
country, is undoubtedly the object to which the resources of the United States, must, in the first instance be applied, and to the exclusion of all others,
if the times shall require it. But it is believed, that
in times of peace, (and to such period only are these
remarks applicable) the surplus will be amply sufficient to deti_ay the expenses of all the preparatory
measures of a permanent nature which prudence may
suggest, and to pay the sum destined for internal
improvements. Three millions annually applied during the _me period of ten years, would arm every
man in the United States, fill the public arsenals aud
nmgazines, erect every battery and fortification which
could be manned, and even, if thought eligible, build
a navy. That the whole surplus would be inadequate to the support of any considerable increase of
the land or naval force kept in actual service in time
of peace, will be readily admitted. But such a system is not contemplated: if ever adopted, the objects
of this report must probably be a'bandoned. For, it
has not heretofore been found an easy task for any
government to indulge ha that species of expenses,
which leaving no trace behind it, adds notlfing to the
real _trel_gth of the counu'y, and at the same time to
provide for either its permanent defence or improve.
merit.
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It must not be omitted that the facility of communications, constitutes, particularly in the United
States, an important branch of national defence.
Their extensive territory opposes a powerful obstacle to the progress of an enemy. But on the other
hand, the number of reboalar forces, which may be
raised, necessarily limited by the population, will for
many years bc inconsiderab'.c when compared wifll
that extent of territory.
That defect cannot otherwise be supplie;l than" by those great natiolmI improvements, which will afford the means of a rapid
concentration of that regular force, and of a formid_blc body of militia, on rely given point.
Amongst the resources of the union, there is one
which from its nature seems more particularly al_plicable to intenw.l impro_c.ments. Exclusively of
Louisiana, the general government possesses, in
trust for the people of the United States, about one
hundred millions of acres fit for cultivation, north of
the river Ohio, and near fifty millions south of the
state of Tennessee.
For the disposition of those
lands a plan has been adopted, calculated to enable
ever)" industrious citizen to Ix'come a freeholder, to
secure indisputable tides to the purchasers, to obtain
a national revenue, and above all to suppress monopoly. Its success has stn'p.tsscd flaat of ever) former attempt, mad exceeded the expectations of its
authors.
But a higher price than had usually bee,a
paid for waste lands by the first inh_lbitmlts of the
frontier became an unavoidable in_'ediem of a system intended for general benefit, and was necessary
in order to prevent the public lands being engrossed
by individuals possessing greater wealth, activity or
local advm)tages. It is believed that nothing could
be more gratifying to the purchasers, and to the inhabitants of the western states generally, or better
e:deulated to remove popular objections, and to defeat insidious efforts, than the application of the proceeds of the 'sales to improvements conferring ,q'cneral advanta_ox_son t_,_enation, and an immcdt_ltc be-
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nrfit on fl_e purchasers and inhabitants themselves.
It may be added, that the United States, considered
merely as owners of the soil, are also deeply interested in the opening of those communications, which
must necessarily enhance the value of their property. Thus the opening of an inland navigation
from tide water to the ,great lakes, would immediately
give to the great body of lands bordering on those
l,ikes, as great value as if they were situated at the
distance of one hundred miles by land from the sea
coast. And if the proceeds of the first ten millions
of acres _vhieh may be sold, were applied to such
improvements, the'United States would be an-q,ly
repaid in the sale of the other ninety millions.
The annu,'d appropriation of two millions of dollars drawn from the general revenues of the union,
which has been suggested, could operate to its full
extent only in times of peace and under prosperous
circumstances.
The application of the proceeds of
the sales of the public lands, might perhaps be made
permanent until it had amounted to a certain sum,
and until the most important improvements had been
effccted. The thnd created by those improvements,
the expense of which has been estimated at twenty
millions of dollars, would afterwards become itself a
perpetual resource for further improvements.
Although some of those first communications should
not become immediately productive, and although
the same liberal policy, which dictated the measure,
would consider them less as objects of revenue to go.
vernment, than of hacreased wealth and general convenience to the nation, yet they would all sooner or
later acquire, as productive property, their par value.
Whenever that had taken place in relation to any of
them, the stock might be sold to individuals or companies, and the proceeds applied to a new improvement. And by persevering in that plan, a succession
of improvements would be effeeted until every portion of the United States should enjoy all the advantages of inlal_d navig'ation and improved roads, of
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which it was susceptible. To effect that great object,
a disbursement of twenty millions of dollars, applied
with more or less rapidity according to the circum..
stances of the United States, would be amply sufficient.
The manner in which the public monies may be
applied to such objects, remains to be considered.
It is evident that the United States cannot under
the constitution open any road or canal, without the
consent of the state through which such road or canal
must pass. In order therefore to remove ever)" impediment to a national plan of intel nal improvements,
an amendment to the constitution was suggested by
the executive when the subject was recommended zo
the consideration of Congress.
Until this be obtained, file assent of the states being necessary for each
improvement, the modifications under which that
assent may be given, will necessarily control the
manner of applying tile money. It may be however
observed that in relation to the specific improvements
which have been suggested, there is hardly any whicl_
is not either already authorised by the states respectively, or so immediately beneficial to them, as to
render it highly probable that no material difficulty
will be experienced in that respect.
The monies may be applied in two different manhers : the United States may with the assent of the
states, undertake some of the work_ at their sole expense ; or they may subscribe a certain number of
shares of the stock of companies incorporated for the
purpose.
Loans might also in some instances be
made to such companies.
The first mode would
perhaps, by effectually controlling local interests,
give the most proper general direction to the work.
Its details would probably be executed on a more
economical plan by private companies. Both modes
may perhaps be blended together so as to obtain the
advantages pertaining to each. But the modifications
of which the plan is susccptible muslt vary according
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fo the natalre of the work, and of" the charters, and
seem to belong to that class of details, which are net
the immediate_ subject of consideration.
At present the only work undertaken by the United States at their sole expense, and to which the assent of the states has been obtained, is the road from
Cumberland to Brownsville-. An appropriation may
for th,'t purpose be made at any time. In relation to all
other works, the U. States have nothing at this time
in their power but to assist those already authorised ;
eidlcr by loans or by becoming stockholders ; and the
last mode appears the most eligible. The only cornpanics incorporated tor effecting some of the improvem-'nts considered in this report as of national and
fir.,t rate importmaee, which have applied for such assistance, are the Chesapeake amt,Delaware canal, the
Susquehannah canal, and the Dismal swamp companies ; and authority might be ,qiven to subscribe a certain number of shares to each, on condition that the
plan of the work to be exeetrted should be approved
by the general government.
A subscription to the
Ohio can',d, to the Pittsburgh road, and perhaps to
some other objects not fully ascertained, is also practicable at this time.
As an important basis of the general system, an
immediate authority might "alsobe given to take thc
surveys and levels of the routes of the most important
roads and can',ds which are contemplated : a work al.
ways useful, and by which the practicability and expense of the undertakings would be ascertained with
much more correctness than in this report. A moderate appropriation would be sufficient for those severzd objects.
In the selection of the objects submitted in obedience to thc order of the Senate, as claiming in the
first instance the aid of the gcneral government, ge.
neral principles have been atthered to, as best calcuktted to surpress every, biass of partiality to particular
objects. Yet _ome such biass, of which no indiv _.
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dual is perfectly free, may withottt being felt, have
operated on this report. The national legislature
alone, embracing every local interest, and superior
to every local consideration, is competent to the selection of such national objects. The materials colltained in the papers herewith transmitted, and the
information to be derived from surveys taken under
the authority of the general government, will fnmish
the facts necessary for a correct decision. Two
communications, by Mr. B. H. Latrobe, and bv Mr.
Robert Fulton, marked E. ancl F. are in the meanwhile respectfully referred to, as containing much interesting practical information, connected with observationsof a gcneral nature, on the subject.
All which is respectfully suhrnitted.
ALBERT

GALLATIN,

Secretary o.fthe Treasur_.
TREASURY

DEPARTMEST,

4th April, 1808.
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Circular Queries,
By the 8_cretary

NoTz.

of the Treasury,
tain information.

All the documents

QUERIES

were obtained

RESPECTING

1. Points united
said canal.

_

in artswtr

order to ob-

to those queritm.

CANALS.

by cmlal, and their

distance

by

9. Elevation of the highest ground through which
canal passes ; descent thence to the two extremities ;
and number of miles where canal is level.
3. Number,
dimensions,
contents, construction,
and situation of locks.
4. Supply of water; whence obtained; its amount
reduced to cubic feet per minute, hour or day ; its
elevation above the highest point of the canal ; length
of feeders;
situation and contents of reservoirs.
What additional resources may be resorted to if the
present supply should fall short of the quantity
wanted .9
5. Designation of such parts of the route where
fl_c natural or improved bed of rivers is used.
6. Depth and breadth of canal ; burthen of vessels ;
breadth of towing paths.
7. Aqueducts
across valJc_-s or rivers;
tunnels
through hills ; bridges across thc canal.
8. Particular
obstructions
and dif_culties
surmounted or to bc encountered.
9. 1)elects ei'.hcr
proposcd remedies.
10. Estimate of
weight and value of
the can.d; expe_s,."

in the plan or execution,

and the

the tonnage of vessels; speck's,
the m_iclcs,mnually convc) cd by
of ,'arri_ge by ca_a], comparcd
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with land or river carriage before canal was made:
time employed in navigating through the whole canal.
11. Capital already expended, vested or wanted for
completing the work.
12. Expenses per mile and in the whole, and as
far as practicable, o/" every component part of the
work in all its details.
1$. Rate and gross amount of tolls ; annual expenses of repairs and contingencies ; annual nett incoIIle.

14. Substance of charters and acts of legislature
on the subject.
QUERIES

RESPECTING
ROADS.

ARTIFICIAL

1. Points united and their distance.
2. Elevation of the hills over which the road
passes ; grcatest angle of ascent which has been allowed.
3. Breadth, form, materials of the artificial road.
4. Bridges, their dimensions, materials, construetion.
5. Particular obstructions and dit_culties su;mounted, or to be encountered.
6. Expenses per mile, and in the whole, and as
far as practicable, of every component part of the
work in all its details, viz. forming the bc_l of the
road, cutting hills, quarrying, transporting, breaking.
laying stones or _avel, Ke.
7. Capital already expended, vested or wanted for
completing the work.
8. Rate and gross amount of tolls; annual expenses of repairs and contingencies ; annual nett income.
9. Substance of chnrtcrs and acts of legislature o.,1
the subject.
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Mr. Latrobe's

Communication.
(E.)

Washington, March 16, 1808.
SIR,

I HAVE the honor of your letter of the 2_h
of July, 1807, transmitting to me a copy of the rcsoIution of the Senate of the United States, of the 2d
of March, 1807, together widl a list of queries respeering artificial navigations, and canals, to which
you request my answer and opinion.
In order to give you all the information on this
subject which you wish, and I possess, and in the
most condensed form, I ask your permission to depart from the order which your questions demand,
and after treating the subject generally, to enter upon
an account of those works, in detail, with which my
personal experience has made me more particularly
acquainted.
The most striking" circumstance in a view of the
Atl_mtic states of the union, in relation to the improvement of their internal navigation, is the uniformity of the natural arrangement of their rivers and
mountains, and timt this arrangement differs from
that of ever other country in wlfich artificial navigation has been attempted.
In other countries the general course of the rivers
is between the l:_ountains, and along the vaUies;
in this, thc general course of the rivers is across
that of the "mountains and of the rallies. Our mountains, from their termination to the south.west in
Georgia, hold a course to the east of north; the
general direction of our principal rivers is to the
east of south : and on inspccuon of the map, it will
be observed, that as the directioa of the mountains
to the N. E. of the Delaware, becomes more easterly, so do our rivers acquire a more southern course,
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always crossing the mountains at nearly the same
angle.
Our rivers may be divided into three classes;m
Primary rivers, that discharge their water immediately into the ocean. Of these the relative magni.
tude might berated, according to the surface they respectively drain ; Secondary rrvers, or such as fall into
the first, above their tide water; and Creeks, properl_r so called, which rise below the falls of the
first rivers, or rather collect the water of the level
land betow the falls, and discharge it into the fide
waters.
Of our primary rivers, the Susquehann.qh is the
principal. By a great degrec of geographical injustice, this might 3" river loses its name at the foot of it.':
falls, and is called, the Chesapeake bay, from thence
to the ocean; although its width compared with its
length, forbids the term of bay to bc applied to _ hat
is called the Chesapeake. All of these rivcrs cross in
the greatest part of their course the direction of the
mountains.
Of the secondary rivers, many of which
arc of great importance and magnitude, some and
perhaps the greatest number hold a course parallel
to the mount_fins, as the Shenandoah, fl_e Conogoeheague, tim Lehigh, _c. dr, fining the rallies, mad
receiving away the torrents of the mountains.
The third order of our water courses rim clthcr irl
the lowest ridge of our hills, which I will call the g_anite ridge, and over which all our principal rivers,
from Gt_orgia to the Hudson, f,dl, and then run
through the alluvial country which lies between the
'granite ridge and the ocean. Such rivers are, tht.
Nottoway, the Blackwater, the Meherrin, the AnnaeosUq (eastern branch of Potomac) the Elk river, and
the very important creek in the _tatc of Delaware,
the Christiana; or they are merely drains of the alluvial country, assuming an appearance of importance below the head of the tide, above which they
are mere torrents, almost dry in the autumn.
Such
screams are all the rivers of the eastern shore of the
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Chesapeake, and of the lower part of the Jerseys, and
innumerable water courses, forming large estuaries in the southern states.
Our great north western lakes, from their first
source to the eastern end of lake Erie, may be considered as part of the great river St. Laurence, following the direction of the rest _ our rivers, until
o posed by the.northern extremity, of the Allegheny.
_rom thence its course follows the valley west of the
Allegheny, through lake Ontario to file ocean, receiving the waters of the northern extremity of the mountain in its course.
This general view of the construction of our
country was necessary in order to understand the
general principles on which our artificial navigation
can be so conducted, as to be useful, or even practicable: and to explain why connections of waters,
which on the map appear advantageous and feasible,
would be useless, and perhaps impracticable, by any
effort of art.
Two principal objects will dictate all the exertions
towards the improvement of our internal navigation,
which can for many years to come be attempted : 1.
To carry our produce by water to the nearest port
for its exportation, and the importation of foreign
articles: 2. To exchange by internal commerce the
articles reciprocally deficient on lines parallel to the
sea coast. Canals, the use of which arises fi'om
manufacturing activity, will not probably be soon required.
The first object,_as all our principal rivers run
seaward, mid generally by the shortest course,_must
he attained by the natural or imwo_ed navigation o,_
the rivers themselves, or by c.mals cut p._rallel to
them: the second may often require a navigation
parallel to the rallies, so as to communicate one principal river with another.
The former attempt at impioved na,.igation has
already been made oq many of our prineip',drivers,_
the latter has been seldomer undertaken ; and only
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once above the falls of both primary rivers, in the
canal intended to join the Susquehannah and Schuylkill, and the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers above
Philadelphia.
The general construction of our country opposes
to artificial navigation, in either of these directions,
difficulties, which in no part of the world exist in so
uniform, and certain a degree. Canals parallel to our
rivers, have three formidable obstacles to encounter
and overcome.
1. The rapid descent of the ravine cut through
the mountains by the river itself, along which the
canal must bc carried ;--or, if the ravine be quitted,
difficulties on the high levels, which, the further you
go from the river, are ahvays intersected by the
more numerous ravines; and embarrassed by the
difficulty of returning to the ravine of the river.
2. The invariably rocky nature of the ground,
which is uniformly of granite in all its varieties; and
has numerous fissures which cartT off the water, and
require lining.
3. The difficulty of keeping off the land water,
and of crossing the lateral br-,mches and torrents of
the river.
Oa the other hand, canals parallel to our mountain.s
must necessarily cross the ridge or spur of the
mountain which divides the waters of two primary
rivers. On this ridge above the t:,dls,the water rt.quisite to supply the canal, is always scanty, often
there is none : and though a tunnel or a stream engine, or in the last resort a rail road, are certain
means of obviating the difficulty, they are expensive, inconvenient and imperfect. Below the granite
ridge, the difficulty is less. There nw,v always be
fo, m:! a supply of wa_cr from the ridgx: itself, and the
fccders, though carried through rocky and expensive
g.'ound, are themselves us_ ful as small canals, as far
as they extend ; and below the ridge the soil is easily
cut m_d embankcd.
Having so frequently mentioned the granite ridge,
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I will here trace its extent as far as my knowledge of
our country enables mc to do it.
The granke ridge forms the shore of the north
side of Long island opposite to the island of New
York. All the south of the island is aIluviM, and is
the first margin of alluvial soil below the granite
ridge. Thi_ margin of alluvial soil beginning at
Long island, widens as it extends to the south west,
until in Georgia it becomes more than 200 miles in
width.
Staten island and Bergen point, are two spurs of
this same ridge, which continues nearly, in the line of
the post road to Trenton, where the river Delaware
fidls over it, having worn down the rocks more
deeply there than many other of our rivers. The
Delaware runs in its general direction for 60 miles
undcr the ridge as far as New Castle, lcaving it only
for a short distance at particular bends of the river.
At Philadelphia the ridge crosses the peninsula to
Gray_s ferry on Schuylkill. The sorer granite of
Schuylkill has been worn down so that the falls
are 4 miles from its lower edge. From Philadelphia
the ridl_c runs with the post road to Havre de Grace,
where at is visible on both shores, although the tide
extends 6 miles above, to the foot of the falls.
The Susquehannah, bv the name of the Chesapeake, may be considercd" as running under the foot
of the granite ridge almost as far as Baltimore, which
city is built upon the foot of the ridge. At the river
Patuxent, on the post road, the ridge appears again,
but is lost under the incumbent soil_ and is not again
visible until it appears at Georgetown.
The harder
granite of the Potomac has resisted the force of d_c
water more than the granite fitrther to dac north-east,
and the fide reaches only 3 miles above its outrnnnings. From the Potomac, the falls of Rappahannoc at
Fredericksburgh, of James river at Richmond, Appomatox at Petersburg, Roanoke at ltalifax, beyond
which point my persoaal observation does not extend, point out the course of this ridge in a line mar-
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ty parallel to the Blue ridge, diverging to the eastward
as it extends southward.
Of the improvement of the natural narration of our
rivers leading to "the sea, and of canals cut parallel to them.
The difficulties of the natural navigation of our
rivers are : In sprin_,--the ttang-erof wreck in the
wild water of our rapids ; in autumn,---obstructions
created by rocky shoals; and, in most of them, rapids and fails impracticable at all times. The least
expensive and most obvious means of removing the
former are the blowing of the most prominent rocks,
so as to straighten the channel, and procure a passage
at low water. This has in almost all our rivers been
attempted on a greater or less scale, and with various
degrees of success. When injudiciously performed,
and in rivers of rapid descent, and liable to great variation in the quantity ofthreir watcr, more injury has
been done than advantage obtained.
Many of our
worst obstructions act as natural dams, which holding up the water, create a large extent of excellent
navigation abovc them.
Of this the James river
above Westham, and the Susquehannah
above
Chickisalun.ga and Hunter's falls, are instances in
point. Such obstructions _hcu removed, let dowl)
the water rapidly from above, without supplying
deeper navigation below.
In a river of such magnitudc as the Susquehan
nab, indeed, no gap or sluicc artificially cut, Call materially affect the rapidity of the strcam, but in lesser
rivers, great care is required, not only to prevent
lowering the water above, but to avoid ._iving a new
direction to the current, more mischievous in its ('ft_cts than that which has been changed.
But with
_ hatever judgment the natural navigation of a rivcl
perplexed by rapids and shoals may be conducted,
and however its descent may be thereby facilitaltcd,
its ascent cannot possibly bc rendered more e'asy, i:l
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the same degree.
Thus for instance, although by
the monies expended by the state of Pennsylvania
and the Susquehannah
canal company, on the natural
navig'ation of the Susquehannah
below Wri{_,ht's ferry, it has been rendered much less dangerous to rtnl
down the distance of 41 miles, almost the whole of
which is a tremendous
rapid, from Columbia to the
tide, and thereby to earn, lumber, iron, and agricul.
rural produce to Havre d'e Grace, and thence to Baldmore,--yet
so difficult is file upstream navigation by
the same route, even with the assistance of the Susquchmmah canal, that the returns in imported articles
have been generally purchased in Philadelphia and
conveyed to Columbia or Middletown, above the rapids, [_y the Lancaster turnpike, thence to be boated
to the countr3.- watered bv the upper branches of the
Susquehannah.
And although the Philadelphia market has hitherto off'red more advanta.ges to the buyers of imported gxxxls than that of Baltimore, yet
the expense of transporting them 72 miles by land to
Columbia, would, if there were a good navigation
|i'om Havre de Grace upwards, destroy this advantage.
The difficulty of carrying canals parallel to out"
.q'reat rivers, the scarcity
of engineers possessing
knowledge
and inte_o'rity, the want of capital, and
above all the erroneous dread of bold measures, and
the fear of uselessly expending money in works hitherto unknown among us, has deterred those interested in improving our navigation, from deserting
the beds of our rivers, while it was practicable to
keep them.
They have therefore had recourse to
canals only where navigation was otheravise impossible; where obstructed
by rocks, or broken by a
cascade.
There cannot however be a reasonable doubt, that
if in England,
where, compared
with the United
States, the quantity of water in the rivers varies little
bet_'een the driest and the wettest period oft'he year.
a canal running parallel to a river, filrnishes a much
more certain and safe and equal mad cheap na_-i._o-atit_tl
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lhan the river itself---it is infinitely more the case
here. Ul_.fortun-tely those of our canals wldeh t,.ave
been cut to pass the rapids and falls of our ri_.ers, partake in a great measure of the inconveniences of the
rivers themselves; some wanting water when the ri.
ver is low, some incapable of being entered excepting
at a particular height of the water in the river, son,e
subject to constant accumulation of bars, and all of
those with which I am acquainted, much less useft.l
than the money expended on them ought to have
made them.
Those canals, of which I now particularly speak,
are, the James river canal, the Potomac canal, the
Conewago, and Susquehannah canals. Of the canals north of the Delaware, and south of Virginia, I
have not sufficient knowledge, nor can I speak of the
Appomattox canal. It is, I believe, not liable to the
same strictures in all points, which I shall make upon the others, but though I am well acquainted with
the ,ground, I have not seen the manner in which the
work has been executed.
One great and fatal error has been interwoven into
the scheme of the other canals, excepting only that
of the Potomac : They have been dug"as much _ith
a view to the erection of mills, as to the purposes of
navigation.
To fit them for mill-races, their descent
is rapid, and their current strong'. They :'.re liable,
of course, to the variation of the qtlantity" of water ixl
the river; they bring down with their eurrel_t, the
alluvium of the ri_er; bars are formed i_1them,
as well by this alluvium, as by the land wash;
and their banks, where they arc not of rock, or
walled, are liable to perpetual wear by the current.
The canal is, besides, itself an inconvenient rapid to
those who would ascend it.
Besides these ineonvenieneies, the contracts
bindiug the company to furnish to the millers the
water, when it rises above a certain gage-selle, for an
_tnnual rent, or on other fixed and permanent terms,
tie the canal company to the original construction
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of the work, and forbid future improvement.
For
instance, if a lock were found to bc useful above the
highest mill, it could not be erected, because it
would rob the mills below of their stipulated water ;
the inclination of the canal cannot be lessened, because it would have the same effect. In the James
river canal, more than in any other which I ha_e
seen, this error, though now genendly considered as
a very great advantage, will at some fnture period be
discovered and deplored. The Potomac canal, mor_
especially that of the Little falls, hus the same dctbct
of a too rapid descent, although the object of a mill
race is placed by their charter out of view. But its
principal dct_'ct is of another kind, to which that of
James river is also, but in a less degree, suhject. It
receives the wash of all the hills and ravines of the
north bank, which ought to be dischar_d through
culverts, or carried over bridges : and that legislative
impartiality which has required the can;d to enlcr the
river at tt,c very head of the tide, in order that Virginia ma) have an equal chance of becoming the depot of its commerce v_ith Maryluud, has vcr3 much
injured its utility to the country at large.
In a still greater degree th_n the l'otomae ean:d
the Susquehannah canal, beginnipg at tl,e Mitr) lal;I
and Pennsylvania line, and endh_g at the ht_,d of t_
tklc, has the defect, not onh" of receiving the kandwa_a
of the hills and ravines, ])ut also two consideralle
rivers, the Conewingo and Oetorara, partaking thin
of all the danger arising from their inundations, md
receiving their alluvium. This canal is also appl:'d
to the purposes of a mill race. Other ineonvcfiences attend it, which arise from the most unfrimlly
na:ure of the river, and the local t_:clingsof the sate
legislatures of Pennss Ivania and Maryland, at the?eriod of the incorporation of the company.
The Conewago canal, about 50 miles highe up
the Susquchannah, _s also a mill race, aa_dis the toperry of _ua individual. It is of difficult entr,_cx',
winch is to he reverted, as it ougtit to be the nllns
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of passing a short but very. dangerous IMIof the river,
.vhich interrupts along extent of very good navigation.
Having thus pointed out the general a_ld common
defects of these canals, to which I may add the general want of proper slol_cSto their bauks, I will now
enter upon file very thankless task of giving an honest opuuon respecting them in detail, viewing only
the pubhc interests, and perfectly conscious of the
bearhlg of what I shall say, upon private feelings.
These fi:elings, however, arc extremely short-sigl_ted; for nothing could be more advantageous to the
individuals most interested, than those measures
which would most benefit the public.
The J ames river and Appomattox _m:ds stop short
of tide water. The most important o! these canals is
that of James river. Upon the coal mines of James
1"iver our Atlantic sea ports will soon become dependent for their chief supply of fuel. That dependence
exists 'already in respect to the fuel required for a
variety of manufactures, and even now the smiths
_ ithin 10 miles of our sea ports, require in order to
carry on advantageous business, a supply of VirginLan
coM. There arc three means (and I think only
three)_by which the Virginian coal can be brought
to the tide : 1. By a small canal and rail roads, immediately fi'om the mines south of the river to the
shipping tide water at Ampthill or its neighbourhood,
along the valley of Falls creek : distance, I believe, 20
miles. This is a route easily practicable and at a
moderate expense, fiw ]3"_dl_creek rises in the coal
mines themselves.
2. By the turnpike road t_,
Manchester opposite Richmond.
Thi_ road has
been sometime completed, and is of the highest utility. 3. By James river to lhe head of the falls, anti
ti_enec by the canal to Richmond.
This i_ tbr two
third._ of the coal ctmntry, the best and most obvious
rou,'e. For ti'om all the mines the coal may easily
he brought to the river on rail roads, and thence"
boated, iudtpendently of the cheaper conveyance
which "Fuekahc_' creek might be made to _ield t_)z_
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_eat extent of coal land now little worked. But of
what adequate use is this navigation in boats ea_. ing
at an average 200 bushels of coal only, when, if the
canal were well constructed, 1000 bushels might be
as easily and cheaply conveyed; and when, on their
arrival in Richmond, they must be unloaded, again
loaded into carts and carried down by a bad road to
the tide at Rockets, to be shipped ? rl"heManchester
turnpike, with all its expense of waggons, horses, and
drivers, and the consequent waste of labor, capital,
.food, and.forage, is a better, and I am told, as cheap
a mode of conveyance.
The means by which the canal itself may be made
much more useful, I will not consume your time and
patience in detailing; what is most important, taking
the whole subject into view, is to connect the canal,
such as it is, with the tide.
In the year 1796, Mr. Weston, then engineer to
the western naviTation companies of the state of New
York, was called to Richmond to give his advice and
opinion on this subject.
It amounted to this: to
connect the basin with the foot of the falls, by a succession of ten or eleven locks in one tier, carrying
the race of Ross's mill upon an aqueduct across
the canal at the foot of the locks. With all deference to his talents, | cannot help remarking, that
of all expensive projects of which I ever heard, this
would have been one of the most useless. For independently of the excessive inconvenience and detention which such a tier of locks at the most busy part
of a navigation would occasion, the boats would arrive at their foot, in a very eonslderable rapid, now
impracticable, and which could only be made practicable by blowing up the rocky bed of the river.
When arrived there, two miles of tide water must be
encountered; to navi.g'ate which, these boats are
wholly unfit. I cannot help thinking that the present
mode of conveying the coal to Rockets is not much
less eligible. I refi'ain from stating many other obJections. which are professional, and which I believe
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were, as well as those
to Mr. Weston
as
another nature, more
difficulties,
opposed
which he proposed.
In order to connect

already mentioned, as evident
to myself;
but objections
of
powerful than mere physical
every project excepting
that
the basra of the James

river

canal with the tide, a very simplc means is offered
by the nature of the ground.
To do this it will be
necessary, to form a capacious
basin at Rockets,
communicating
with the tide by one or more locks,
To carry a eana| from thence alon_ the level bank of
James river to Shockoe creek.
A cheap aqueduct
of one arch of SO feet span will carry the work across
the creek into the back street.
The canal will then
go (ip the back street, mounting by succcssivc locks,
not more than two in each tier, into the l):,.sin. The
canal from Rockets to the basin on Shockoe hill,
should be of 9 feet draft of water, and the locks 100
feet long and 18 feet wide.
This canal would of
course bring vessels wlfich na_ig'ate our coasts and
bays and run out to the West India islands, into thc
basin on Shockoe hill.
The legislature of the state of Virginia,
(for the
commonwealth
is deeply intere_ed
in the stock) has
from time to time expressed
great anxiety _on the
subject
of completing this canal.
But the dread of
untbreseen difficulties and risks in carrying the work
below the basin, m_l the value and productiveness
of the stock in its present state, have hitherto over.
balanced thisanxicty.
But considering t]ichmond as
the principal source of fuel to the cities (;n our sea
coast, at least until the mines of cape Breton shall
supply us, I feel a national sentiment
ill deeply regretting the very fatal policy which maintains and
supports the error, and the mutilation
of this most
important work.
1 wilt not at the same time deny,
that when it is considered
that those who projected
._nd executed the canal were men of no acquaintance
either with general science, or with this parfict_la_br, mch of -,a't, and knew nothing of canals b_:t fi'om
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books or hearsay, they have already done ;vonders.
They deserve the thanks of their state, and of the
union. But the work ahould not stop where the_have left it Nature, has perhaps, done more tor
Richmond than for any scite where a city has been
planted. For 10 miles above the city on both sides,
and upon several iskmds of the strea[n, there are innumerable mill seats, supplied by one of the noblest
rivers in the union. Immtdiately above the head of
the thlls lies an inexhaustible treasure of coal. Ever)"
art and manufacture to which human ingenuity can
employ fire and water, may be here carried on with the
least expense. From above, an easy and wide spreading navigation, collects on this spot all the raw materials which our climate can produce ; below, a river
capable of bearing sea vessels sufficient for ever)r
trade, but that across the ocean, is ready tbr the e_sportation of its merchandize.
The town itself is
placed on a healthy and commanding ground. But
to improve these advantages to file utmost extent to
which our populatkm is equal, nothing x_ould so
much contribute as the completion of the Richmond
canal.
I have dwelt specially on the coal track" to u hich
this canal is subservient, as of first rate national im._rtance.
It is of no less importance to the state of
irginia as a means of conveyance of agricultural
produce.
As you will receive an answer in detail
to your queries relative to the amount of all the sorts
of produce carried upon it, and of its actual trade, I
will not add any thing further to what I have already
said on the subject, but to obser_ e,_that at _ome
distant period, the Chickaltominy, a river rk,,ing in
the coal eountr)', and discharging itself into James
river
miles below Richmond, where ships may
take in their cargoes, offers a means of carryh_g
do_vn the coal destined for distant expot_tlon.
A canal has often been projected for passing the
falls of the Rappahannoc at Fredericksburg.
"l"acre
i8 no reasonable hope, l_owever_that this work can
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soon be executed. The ravine of the ri, er at the falls
on either side is so abrupt, rock)-, and irregular that
great expense must be incurred to effect it,wan expense not likely to be repaid by its trade for many
years.
A canal to connect the Ra_pahannoc with the Potomac, a few miles below rrederlcksburg,
across
the northern neck, has also been spoken of. It
would be a highly useful work, but would require a
tunnel of 2 or 3 miles. I believe it could be executed at aaa expense not greater than the tolls would
remunerate.
Such a canal, however, does not belong to the class of which I am now speaking.
The Potomac canal consists of two parts,----one
to pass the Great falls 14 miles above Georgetown,-the other to pass the Little falls. The errors committed in the construction of the work have been
enumerated above. The trade of this canal, especially during the year 1807, has been so _reat, that
there appears every prospect of its becoming a productive work,_m
those years in which there is a
considerable and equal quantity of water in the river.
But upon this circumstance it must alway s depend.
The information respecting it, which can be obtained
from the company, on the spot, renders it unneccssary for me to say more upon it.
No attempt at the improvement of the navigation
of any of the rivers of Maryland between the Susqueharm',all and the Potomac, has been made, nor i_
there in the prospects of advantage to be derived from
the navigation of the two Patuxents, the Patapsco, or
any of the lesser rivers falling into the Chesapeake,
any thing which could at p, csent tempt capital into
_uch an undertaking,
But the Susquehannah itself has been for many
_'ears the object of almost all the attention directe(1
m the states of Mar_.,land and Pennsylvania to the
improvement of our internal navigation.
About 6
miles above Havre de Grace, this mighty river meets
the tide. The place is now known by the nam_ of
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Smith's ferry. The map of the river from thence up
to Wright's ferry (Columbia) in Pennsylvania, which
I made in the year 1801, when directing the works
carried on for the improvement of the natural bed of
the river, and which by favor of the governor of
Pennsyh,ania, I am able to exhibit with this memoir,
will explain the nature of this part of the river very
minutely, being drawn to a vera' large scale. The
whole of this extent is one tremendous rapid, which
in fact continues to the N. _,V.side of the Chickalunga hills, 3 miles above Columbia. The rapid is not
every where of equal velocity, or equally dangerous.
Wherever the river crosses a valley of limestone or
slate, the rocks are worn down into a smoother and
wider bed : but when it has to cross a ridge of granite, its course is immediately broken by irregular
masses and range of rocks ; its bed is narrow and enclosed by preciI_ices, and its torrent furious and
winding.
The Chiekisalunga falls can be descended without
danger, and no attempt to open them has been
thought neees_'ary. The ridge of granite hills
through which they break, bounds on the N. W.
the beautiful limestone valley of Columbia. Across
this valley the river runs rapidly, but smoothly.
Another narrow ridge of granite hills crosses the river immediately below Columbia, over which the river l_allsral)idly, and then enters the wider limestone
valley known by the name of the Joehara valley. The
river spreads here to the width of three miles, its
stream is gentle though rapid, and it abounds ia
heautififl and fertile islands. It then suddenly contracts and is reecived into the narrow raw:;e which it
has sa'weddown in the granite hill called Turkey hill.
From its tirst entrance into the Turkey hill, to the
tide, there is no part that deserves tl_e name of a
sheet of smooth water. When the river is fifll, the
whole ravine about halfa mile in width contaias only
one furious torrent in which few rocks comparatively are to be seen above the water ; but the danger is

aot the less, and very skillful pilots, and many and
stout hands are required to carry a boat or an ark
safely down. But in the autumn, and in a dr)- season, the river itself can for 6 miles scarcely be seen,
and its bed appears a barren and dry waste of irregallar rocks, among which the loud roarhlg of water is
only heard: for, from the Turkey hill to near the
mouth of Conestogo, the whole river is discharged
through a channel generally about 60 feet wide, in
the greatest part of which the depth and the rapidity
of the torrent is such, that it has not been fathomed.
Abot_t a mile below the mouth of Conestogo, a narrow limestone valley touches the river on the N. E.
side, but on the west shore not a trace of Limestone is to be seen. Four miles below Burkhalter's
ferry, the river arrives at the high range of granite
hills, abounding in co_er, in which the gap mine is
situated, and at a place called M'Call's ferry, it narrows to the width of 16 perches. Here I attempted to
find bottom with a line of 180 feet, but failed, not_vkhstanding every precaution taken to procure a
perpendicular descent of the weight attached to it.
Through this pass the water is rapid, but smooth and
safe. The river rises here rapidly and ve_" suddenly alter the fall of rain above; and it will never be
possible to erect a safe bridge at this place, so often
mentioned as the most practicable'. The obstructions
to navlgatio_l by 3 rapids below 5'l'Call's, is not so
considerable as to endanger the arks algolboats that
descend, until they arrive at the Baldfi'iar falls, below
Peachbottom and about 8 miles above the tide. _'rom
M'Call's to the slate valley of Peaehbottom, the river is filled with islands called the Bear islands.
Across the valley of Peachbottom, and above the
Ba[dfriar fidls, the river is wide and safe. The best
natural navigauon, and that always pursued by boats
descending by the natural bed of the river, is on the
west side, from the foot of the bear islands. Above
that point to Columbia, the best passage is on the
east side. The most dangerous falls below Peach.
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bottom were Amos's and Hector's falls, on which
many wrecks annually occurred until the late improvements of the navigation were made.
From this description it may easily be imagined
that if the descent of the river with boats loaded with
produce was dangerous and difficult, the ascent was
still more so. The natural obstructions were besides
increased by fish-dams in every part of" the river,
and the rival interest._ of the states of Pennsylvania
and Maryland prevented, for malay years, every attempt at artificial improvement of the bed of the river. In dac mean time each state took measures to
go as far towards rendering tile navigation of this river useful to their respective interests, as their means
and limits would permit ; and a company was incor.
porated in Maryland, to make a canal from the Maryland line to the tide, to pass all the obstrui:tions ot"
t[_e river of the eight lowest miles ; and in Pennsylvania two companies were also incorporated, the one
to connect the Susquchannah with the Schuylkill, by
a navigation taken out above all the dangerous falls,
and the other to connect the Schuylkill _ith the Delaware, The objects of none of these companies
were advantageously accomplished.
The Susquehantaah canal company have, however, completed a
naviwable canal, liable to the objections which I have
above noticed.
The Pennsylvania companies have
made considerable progress in the works, under the
direction of a very able engineer, Mr. Vv'eston, but
have not completed either canal so as to render them
usefifl or productive.
At lash in the year 1801, the states of Maryland
and Delaware having passed .laws incorporating a
company for the purpose of cutting a canal between
the Chesapeake and Delaware, a former law of Pennsylvania, appropriating 10_000 dollars to the removal
of obstructions in the Susquehannah, went into effect;
and the late Colonel Fred. Antes, than whom no man
wa:, better fitted to accomplish its object, was charged
with its execution.
But he died on his arrival at the
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river, and the direction devolved upon me. The enclosed report to file legislature on this subject, details the extent of the work executed, and the princi.
pies on which I proceeded in the attempt to make a
practicable and safe navigation both up and down
the river. I will here only repeat that all my exertions were bent to force through all obstructiov.s, _,
channel clear of rocks, of 40 feet wide, close to
the Eastern shore, never leaving auy rock upon
which a vessel could be wrecked between the channel and the shore,--so that in the most violent fi'eshes
a boat should always be safe, by keeping close in
shore. Rocks of immense magnitude were therefore
blown away, in preference to the following a crooked
channel more cheaply made, but more difficult and
dangerous, and varying in safety and practicability,
according to the degree of the rise of the river.
There is however one part of the navigation in
which the bed of the river must forever be pursued,
namely, from the Indian steps above M'Call's to below
the gap at M'Call's :_a part of the navigation, which,
if art can eontjuer it, must be undertaken in a state
of the country infinitely more abounding in wealth and
population than at present.
OF

THE

CHESAPEAKE

AND

DELAWARE

CANAL.

Having now answered that part of your inqulr_
x_hieh relates to the general subject of canals, 1 come
_o the particular merits of the Chesapeake and Dela
ware canal, of which vou have requested me to gi)t'
special information ; together with my opinion on its
location, unbiassed by any interests but those of the
public.
The very able report of the committee to whom
your letter to the president and directors of the company was referred, and who did me the honor to confer with me on the subject, conveys to you all the
information which can be given of the history of the
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company, their pecuniary resources and difficulties,
the motives that directed their choice m the location
of the work, and the system under which it was begun and pursued.
Every thing 'also that can be collected by the most indefatigable enquiry as to the
probable proceeds of the canal, and the advantages it
ofl_:rs to those who ]lave adventured ill it, is also detailed; and there remains to me only tile task of
giving you that p:'of_'ssional infi_rmafion, which as
engineer to the company, I have obtained; and to
explain to you the means of executing it, as t_aras
they are determined by the nature of the sotl and the
levels of the country. "
The alluvial land lying below that part of the granite ridge which crosses the peninsula fi'om the ferry
opposite to Havre de Grace, reaching the shores
of the Delaware at V_rilmington, may be considered
as a regular inclined plane, sloping gradually to the
south-east at the rate of about 6 inches in a mile.
Immediately below the granite ridge,_that is, along
the foot of Gray's hill, Iron hill, and along the south
bank of Christiana creek, which runs parallel to,
and close under, the ridge,_its highest inequalties seldom exceed 80 feet, nor does the common surface fall
below 70 feet above the tide of the Chesapeake at
high water. This plane extends from the granite
ridge to the ocean,_and the only considerable depressions to be found in it, ,are the beds of the land
drains, which are worn down into it and produce the
appearance of rallies; but there are no insulated
hills whatever, and the rallies are merely depressions
of the ground below the plane. Hence it is evident,
that by going round the heads of the water courses,
a line of canal haa_ be found across the peninsula between any two points on the opposite bays, in which
the variation of level on the summit will be very
small, and that by making the bank out of the spoils
of the cut, a canal may be made at the smallest possible expense of digging and removing earth, and at
no expense whatever for works of masonry, except-
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ing at each end, v-here the descent requires the corr.
struction of locks. For by following the ridge dividing the waters which drain into opposite creeks, the
necessity of culverts and aqueducts may be wholly
avoided. The soil is also of the kind most easily cut,
being generally ofa sandv loam on and[ near the sur.
lace, and beds of good clay are found in abundance
for all purposes of puddling.
The advantage of so level and soft a surface for
the cut is eotmterbalanced by the total absence of
water to stq)ply it. This circumstance is very important in determining the choice of the line of the
canal, among so many that are equally practicable ;
fiw as alt its water must be brought from the higher
grounds upon the ridge, its location ought to be a_
near to the ridge as possible, in order that the feeder
being short, the leakage and evaporation of a long
£eedcr may be avoided. The location of the two ends
of the canal does not, howe_zcr, entirely depend upor_
its genera! course along the summit ; and a great variety of terminations have been proposed, as equally
e',i:,,'ible,I)oth on the Chesapeake and the Delaware
side. The former, after long and careful examination, has been decided in favor of Welch point,
where there has, within the memory of man, been
no diminution in the depth of the water, which is
below the deposit of alluvium from Elk creek, and
where the water is so wide and so deep, as to furnish
a very capacious basin tbr mare" _car_ to come, tbr
the inconsiderable lm_d wabh oi" ]lack creek and the
small drains in the neighbomhood.
But on the
Delaware side much difli'rcnec of opinion has prevailed. The summit level of the canal in every case
must reach the principal road leading from Christiana
bridge down the peninsula, near a tavern called the
Bear. This place is only t_xo miles distant from
Hamburg or lled hook, on the bay of Newcastle,
and a cheap and short cut might bc made to either of
these points, especially to Red hook, did not two considerations tbrbid it,_the broad and wild water of
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_he bay, and its shallowness at a .great distance from
the shore, there being only 4 fee'. 6 inches at low
water. Newcastle, is the next eligible point. Newcastle is situated on a prominent point, which i_
swept both by file flood and the ebb tide. There
will therefore be ahvavs deep _ater at the outer
wharves and piers at that place, and less thaa 21 tcet
has not been found on the out_ide of any of the pier_
lately erected ; or tbrmerly, and even at present, at the
wharves, excepting only where the ecidy occasioned
by the piers has accumulated solvebanks of mud.
There could not be a moment's hesitation in fixing the termination of the canal at New,castle, unless the following reasons should be thought to outweigh the advantages of the best water in tt,e Delaware, and the shortest navigation across the l×_nmsula, which this point offers. It is in the first place
feared, that in time of war, when the canal would
be invaluable as a means of conveyance of military
stores and bodies of men, an enemy's ship of war
might destroy the works at Newcastle in a sudden
incursion, and return to sea, before the mischief could
be prevented.
It is further urged, that the mouth
of the canal on the river below the tide would be
liable to be filled up, in a very short time, as arc all
places on the Delaware where there is an cddy._
And it is also alledged, that Newcastle is situated so
far below Philadelphia (33 m:Aes), that unless with :t
favorable wind, dull sailh_g vessels cannot reach Newcastle in one tide, when they nfight reach the mouth
of Christiana, 4 miles higher up the ri_cr, _,.l_dgo up
the creek with the flood.
'Fhc first argument, appears to me '_) l_c dc_.ccrvin._
of consideaation in a national point of view, and a
sm,'fll fort would be necessary to defc pd the mouth of
the works against an enemy who should attempt to
land, to blow them up. But they could not be injured even by shells beyond the dcbtruction of tl_c
gates, which a few hours could p}lt a_fin into repair.
To obviate the second objection it x_ould be nccessa-
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_T to place the tide lock as far out as possible, and t6
carry out and wharf the side of the canal below the
lock as far into the river, as the most projected
wharf. The line of the wharves is now limited to
600 feet beyond the lowest street, c'alled Water street
and unless further protruded into the river by a law
of the state, this distance presents no formidable
difficulty to the work, and places the utmost exten
slon of the wharves, beyond the present time. The
third objection is not without foundation.
But the
narrow and crooked navigation of Christiana creek,
presents infinitely more causes of delay than the distance of four miles in the bold navigation of the Delaware. There is however in these objections enough
to render it an object of infinite importance both to
the nation and to the company, to avail themselves of
both the eastern terminations of the canal, and to
make a cut also from the ]3ear to the Christiana creek,
about three miles above Wilmington, on a line not
,altogether so favorable, nor so short as that to Newcastle, but presenting no difficulties of importance
whatsoever. From the point (Mendenh',fll's) at which
thc termination is proposed, 10 feet may be carried
out to the river Delaware.
The objections to this
termination are : the tedious and very crooked navigation of the creek for seven miles to the Delaware.
The drawbridge at Wilmington, which mu,t be passed; but more than any other, the opposition of the
tides of Dell, ware and Christiana creek.
For if a
boat comes into the canal at Welsh p_int at high _ ater, and passes across in six hours, she will find half
flood in Christiana, and must wait the ebb to go dowa_.
On her arrival in the Delaware in tu o _nd a half or
three hours, she will lrave again to wait three or four
hours for the flood to proceed to Philadelphia, or up
the Brandywine to the celebrated rni!ls, the interests
of which arc well worthy of attention.
W-hereas a
vessel arriving at Newcastle and finding the flood tide
running, which will always happen if she comes to
Welch point with a flood tide, may at once procccd
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up the Delaware, or up the Brandywine or Christiana
creek, without delay. It must also be mentioned,
that without a favorable tide, it is difficult to work
down the Christiana creek against the wind, which
is always unfavorable in some reach or other of its
crooked navigation, when on the contrary, fllere is
ample room in file Delaware to use all advantages of
wind and tide.
OIl the other hand, it must be urged in favor of
Christiana creek, that there is navigable water for
boats drawing 8 feet above the proposed termination
of the canal, as far as Christiana bridge, and that the
navi._ttion may be pushed still higher ;mthat the
little to'_'.'n of Newport is now thc depot of the produce ofa vcry extensive and fruitfnl country extending into Lancaster county, and is 20 miles nearer to
Lancaster than Philadelphia, and dlat to connect so
important a fit'id of productive business immediately
with file canal, it may bc worth while to incur an
encrcased expense an(l some inconvenience and delay
in the mcrc thorotly,hfare navig'ation : and it may be
added, that the large fixed capital of the town of
Wilmin.gton, far cxccedin_ that of Newcastle, demands from the good policy, as wcU as the good will
of the company or the nation, some consideration.
'_Vcll aware of ti_e thankless task of giving a .decisive and honc-_t opinion on either side, I conten'.
myself with fimaishing the materials of determination
to you, and proceed to describe t_henature arrd principles of the work actually executed irathe feeder, and
proposed for the canal.
Between the waters of the Chesapeake and the
Delaware there are three streams which, rising irathe
high l;m,l above the canal, mzty be brought down to
it as tk:cdcrs, the Christian;. crcek, the Whitcclay
(:reek, and tl,c Elk itself'.
'l'he Elk and the XVhiteclay are Jwarly equal in the
regular quantity of x_,atcrthey supply, the Christiana
is both smaller and more irrcgular.
"/'he Elk de-
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._cends in a very ea'ookcd and rapid stream, 84 feet in
tbur miles from Elk forge to the tide near Elkton,
and unites with the wide water of the Chesapeake at
Turkey point. '_['he ridge that seperates its waters
from those of the Delaware terminates in a high insulated hill, called Gray's hill, which is united to the
high land by a low and narrow ridge, crossing the
FOStroad on the boundary line of Delaware and Maryland. The Christiana creek is the first x,ater falling from the high land into the Delaware. It collects
all the waters that i:all round the high insulated hill
called Iron hill, at the N. F. foot of which it turns
to the N. E. and, running in that direction under the
foot of the granite ridge into the Delaware, receives
the Whiteel_.y, Redclay and Brandvwine in its course,
and also numerous land drains ti'om the level land to
the South East. Of these three streams it has been
ascertained that they may all be brought to the canal,
but the Elk with the least expense and the shortest
cut. The rallies in which they all run having been
worn in deep and rocky land, and branching into deep
ravines, the beds of rapid rivmct_, offer great difficulties to the work necessary to divert their course.
In the Elk feeder, the canal is cut in thc reck tbr
about half a mile ; embankments are made across several vallies, but thc principal ditficult) and expense
consisted in cutting through a tongue of high land
called Bellhill, through which the digging is 30 feet
for near halfa mile, and again through the dividing
ridge, to the depth of 25 t__etfor abe', c half that distance; these two diihcultms have been conquered.
Another smaller hill remains to be cut through, but
it may be avoided by a circuitous cut, much less expensive, but also much less eligible. On the Delaware side of the ridge, the ticedcr is cut through a
swampy flat of more than a mile in length, while the
descent is only six inehes. The general elevation of
this tlat is 86 feet above the tide, and as the head of
the t_edcr at Elk forge is only 84 feet, it could have
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little descent, and falls only 2 inches in a mile.
it
has on this account been made a spacious canal of
3 feet 6 inches water, "2"2feet 6 inches on the surfhce,
and 19. fbet at the bottom, affording as far as it goes a
good and valuable inland navigation.
The feeder is 6
miles in length ; at the end of 5 miles is a lock for the
passage of boats, and a side cut to communicate
with the reservoir.
A contiguous
wdlt'y offers the
means of making a reservoir, of more than a hundred
acres.
It has been proposed to embank 30 acres for
this purpose. The lock is of 10 feet lift. The reservoir will be level with the upper feeder, of course 10
feet above the level of the canal, and under such a
head will give the camfl a plemeous and rapid supply
as it is wanted.
Below the lock the feeder is 5 tbet
¢k'Cl), and 9.7 feet on the surf:ace of the water: it will
join the canal about a mile west of Aikentown.
In
the construction
of the ftedcr permanence
has been
a very principal consideration.
All the culverts .are
of solid masonry ; no land water can rtm into the cut;
the banks are sloped as "2to 5 ; the embankments
are
well puddled, and the piers of the bridges are of h'ewn
stone.
From the description
which I have given of the
soll of the peninsula, it is evident that the amount of
digging constitutes the chief t'xpense of the canal.
To lessen this amount and to shorten the canal, it is
proposed to quit the level in three places, and to cross
three land drains that lead into Christiaua creek, one
at Aikentown,
and two between Aikentown
and the
Bear.
Small aqueducts
and short embankments
only are necessary to effect this.
If the canal shouId
terminate
at Ne_vcastle, a narrow marsh must ,flso
be cros._ed,--:f
at Christianz_, deeper cutting must be
encounterc'd.
But neither of these difficulties increase the expense of the canal more than $ 7,500 each, beyond
l,hat of the same length of the general cut.
On all oilier points the report of the committee
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furnishes ample information ; and I will only add,-that neither in Europe, nor in our own country do I
know a line of inland navigation, wtfieh by so short a
distance, and at so easy an expense, unites such extensive and productive ranges of commercial interWith the highest respect,
I am yours,
(Signed)

B.H.

LATROBE.

ALBEaT GALLATIN,
Esq.
Secretary of the Treasurg.
_

: .gt," gD----

./tprd I,1808.
POSTSCRIPT.
IN the questions proposed to me by you, the
subject of artificial roads was comprehcndcd.
But
being intormed by you that the canal companies of
Pennsylvania and Maryland, had transmitted to you
ample accounts of their undertakings, and as in their
works, experience has taught a system and mode of
execution, of the most perfect kind ; I have refi'ained from adding any thing to the information thus
acquired. It has however occurred to me, that a few
remarks upon rail roads might not be unacceptable to
you, especially as the public attention has been often
called to this sort of improvement, and the public
mind filled with very imperfect conceptions of its
utility.
Rail roads may be constructed of iron or of timber. The most durable (but also the most expensive) rail roads, consist of cast iron rails let down on
_tone foundations; such roads will last for ages. Cast
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iron rails secured on beds of timber, are sufficiently
durable for our country, and of moderate expense.
Rail roads entirely of timber, are fit only for temporary puropses.
A rail road consists of two pair of parallel ways, one
pair for going, the other for returning carriages:
single roads with occasional passing places, are applicable to some situations, and are of course less expensive. I will concisely describe the road best adapted
to the objects that in our country can be attained by
it :--The rads are of cast iron, and consist of a tread
and a flanch, forming in their section the letter ,1
The tread is 3 inches wide, the flanch 2 inches high.
The rails need not be more than _ of an inch average
thickness, and they may be cast in lengths of 5 to 6
feet each ; each rail will, atsix feet lengtl_, contain 225
cubic inches, which, at 4 inches to the pound, is 56 lb.
each rail, or 1 cwt. for every 6 t_et in length of the
road, or 44 ton per mile.
In order to form a road of these rails, they must
be laid at the distance of from 3 1-2 to 5 feet (according to the carriage that is to run upon them) parallel
to each other; the ends of every two pair of vails being let and pinned down into a piece of timber lying
across the roads, the holes for the pins must be cast
in the rails. These pieces of timber may be of any
form, provided they are level at the top, and they can.
not be a g_eat part of the expense of the road _n any
_ituation. The most durable timber is certainly the
best : but no timber can be very durable in the situation
it must occupy on the surface, and partly or wholly
covered with earth. The perfection of the road consists in the parallel rails being laid pcrfecdy level
with each other across the road, and perfectly jointed.
Inmost parts of the union the rails could, I think, be
delivered at from 80 to 8 90 per ton, and in m._.nyat
_;60_but taking 8 80 as the average on the spot, the
road will cost_
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RaiJs delivered, 44 ton, at _ 80,
L_velling the road, very uncertain, but I will
suppose as an average for levelling and
filling in with good gravel or broken stone,
9. 50 per perch, or per mile,
Timber and bedding at 50 per rail,
Incidents and superintendanee,
For a set of returning

ways,

Total per mile,

3,520

800
440
240
5,000
5,000
$10,000

The carriages which travel on these roads may
be of various dimensions, agreeably to the material
to be conveyed, and the necessary angle of the road.
They have low east iron wheels fast upon the axle,
which turns round.
Thus, the two wheels on the
axle making the same number of revolutions in the
same space of time, the carriage necessarily goes
straight forward, and cannot be thrown off the ways
by any small obstruction on one side.
The winciple upon which such astonishing loads
may be drawn on the ways by a single horse, is
the dimunition of friction in the greatest possible degree. On a good rail road, descending under an
angle of only one degree, one horse may draw
eight tons in 4 waggons of two tons each without difficulty. The astonishing loads drawn upon
rail roads by single horses in England, have induced many of our citizens to hope for their early
application to the use of our country. I fear this
hope zs vain, excepting on a very small scale,
and that chiefly in the coal country near Richmond.
For it is evident that upon a rail road no other carriage but that which is expressly constructed for the
purpose, can be employed,--and that to render a rail
road sufficiently saving of the expense of common
carriage, to justify the cost of its erection, there must
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be a very great demand for its use. But the sort of
produce which is carried to our markets is collected
from such scattered points, and comes by such a
diversity of routes, that rail roads are out of dae
question as to the carriage of common articles. Rail
loads leading from the coal mines to the margin of
James river, might answer their expense, or others
from the marble quarries near Philadelphia to the
Schuylkill.
But these are the only instances within
my knowledge, in which they at present might be
employed.
There is, however, a use for rail roads as a temporarv means of overcoming the most difficult parts of
artificial navig'atiQn, and for this use the) are invaluable, and in man)" instances offer the means of accomplishing distant lines of communication which
might otherwise remaha impracticable, even to our
national resources, for centuries to come.
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Mr. Fulton's Communication.
(F)
_IR_

BY your letter of the 29th of July, I am happy to find that the attention of Congress is direct_
mg itself towards the opening of communications
through the United States, by means of roads and
canals ; and it would give me particuliar pleasure to
aid you with useful informalon on such works, as I
have long been contemplating their importance in
many points of view.
But a year has not yet elapsed since I returned to
America, and my private concerns have occupied so
much of my time, that as yet [ have acquired but
very little local information on the several canals
which have been commenced.
Such information, however, is perhaps at present
not the most important branch of the subject, particularly as it can be obtained in a few months at a
small expense, whenever the public mind shall bc
impressed with a sense of the vast advantages of a
general system of cheap conveyance.
I hope, indeed, that every intelligent American will
in a few years, be fully convinced of the necessity of
such works to promote the national wealth, and his
individual interest.
Such conviction must arise from
that habit of reflection which accompanies the republican principle, mad points out their true interest
on subjects of political economy.
From such rcflections arises their love of agriculture and thc useful arts, knowing them to augmeut the riches and
happiness of the nation ; hence also their dislike to
standing armies and military navies, as being the
means of increasing the proportion of non-productive individuals, whose labor is not only lost, but
who must be supported out of the produce of the
industrious inhabitants, and diminish their enjoyments.
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Such right thinking does great honor to our nation,
and leads forward to the highest possible state of
civilization, by directing the powers of man from
useless and destructive occupations, to pursuits
which multiply the productions of useful labor, and
create abundance.
Though such principles actuate our citizens, they
are not yet in every instance, aware of their best interests ; nor can it be expected that they should per.
ceive at once the advantages of those plans of imrovement which are still new in this country.
ence the most useful works have sometimes been
opposed; and we ,are not without examples of men
being elected into the state legislatures for the ex_ress purpose of preventing roads, canals and bridges
)eing constructed. But in such errors of judgment
our countrymen have not been singular, x,_,hen a bi_
was brought into the British parliament 50 )ears ago,
to establish turnpike roads throughout the kingdom,
the inhabitants for 40 miles round London petitioned
against such roads ; their arguments were, that good
roads would enable the farmers of the interior country to bring their produce to the I.ondon market
cheaper than they who lived nearer the city and paid
higher rent; that the market would be overstocked,
the prices diminished and they unable to p:_y their
rent, or obtain a living. The .good sense of parliament, however, prevailed ; the roads were made, the
population and commerce of London i.creased, the
demand for produce increased, and hc u ho lived
nearest to London still had a supclior _ld_,,nt_lgein
the market.
In like manner I hope the good sense of our legislature will prevail over the ig, orance al_d prejudice
which may still exist against canals. And here rm
i:nportant question occurs, which it may be proper
to examine with some attention in this early stage of
our public improvements,--whether,
as a system,
we should prefer canals to turnpike roads? Our
habits are in favor of roads ; and few of us have con.
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oewed any better method of opening communication_i
to the various parts of the states. But in China and
Holland, canals are more numerous th_ roads ; in
those countries the inhabitants are accustomed to
see all their productions carried either on natural or
artificial canals, and they would be as much at a loss
to know how we, as a civilized people, could do
without such means of conveyance, as we are surprised at their perseverance and ingcnuity in making
thcm.*
England, France, and the principal states of
Europe commenced their improvements with roads ;
but as the science of the engineer improved, and
civilization advanced, canals wcrc introduced, and
England and France arc now making evcry exertion
to get the wholc of thcir heavy productions waterborne, for thcy have become sensible of the vast superiority of canals ovcr roads.
Our system perhaps ought to embrace thcm both :
Canals tor the long carriage of the whole materials of
agriculture ;',nd manufactures, and roads for travelling, and the more numerous communications of the
country.
With these two modes in contemplation,
when public money is to be expended _xith a view
to the greatest goo_l, wc should now eon.ider which
ol_jcct is entitled to our first attetition.
Shall wc bc._in with canals, ,_hieh will carry the farmer's produce cheap to m-trkct, mad return him mcrchandize
at reduced priec,_ 9 Or shall v-e first make roads to
accommodate travellers, and let the produce of our
£trms, mines and forests, labor tnldcr such heavv expenses that.they cannot come to market ?
To throw some liL_hto_1this interesting question,
I will base my c,dculati.ons on flaeLancaster turnpike
road. There the fair experiment has been made to
penetrate from Philadell)lfia to the interior country,
and the mode of caleulatioll here given will serve for
drawing comparisons on the utility of roads and
') The royal canal from Canton to Pekin) is 825 .'nHes long, _ta breadth
&O feet, il_idepth 9 feet.
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canals, for all the great leading communications
America.

of

From Philadelphia to the Susquehannah at Columbia, is 74 miles; that road if I am righdy informed,
cost on an average, 6,000 dollars a mile, or 444,000
for the whole. On it, from Columbia to Philadelphia, a barrel of flour, say "200 weight, pays one dollar carriago. A broad wheeled waggon carries 30
barrels or 3 tons, and pays for turnpike 3 dollars;
thus for each ton carried the turnpike company receives only one dollar.
I will now suppose a canal to have been cut from
Philadelphia to Columbia, and with its windings to
make t00 miles, at 15,000 dollars* a mile, or for the
whole 1,500,000 dollars. On such canal, one man,
one boy and horse, would convey 95 tons 20 miles a
day,j- on which the foUowjng would be the expenses :
One man,
.
1 O0
One horse,
1 O0
One boy,
50
Tolls for repairing the canal,
1 00
Tolls for passing locks, inclined planes, tunnels and aqueducts,
1 _30
Interest on the wear of the boat,
50
Total,

$ 5

00

This is equal to 20 cents a ton for 20 miles, and
no more than one dollar a ton for 100 miles, instead
of 10 dollars paid by the road. Consequently for
each ton carried from Columbia to Philadelphia on
the canal, the company might take a toll of six dol• On avcra_ng the canals of America, 15,000 dollars a mile ,xJll be
abundantly sutficmnt to construct them m the best manner, particularly
If made on the reclined plane prmctple, with small boats, each carrying 6
tOlLS.

t One horse will draw on a etnal, from 25 to 50 tons, '20 miles in one
day. I have t_tatcd the least they ever do, ahd the htghest rate o_
charges, timt no deceptmn may cuter into these calculattovs
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lars instead of one, which is now got by the road,
and then the flour would arrive at Philadelphia for
7 dollars a ton instead of 10, which it now pays. The
merchandize would also arrive at Columbia from
l_hiladclphia, for three dollars a ton less than is now
p'fid. ; which cheap carriage both ways.would not onl),
benefit the farmer and merchant, but would draw
ntore commerce on the canal than now moves on
the road, mid thereby add to the profits of the company.
But to proceed with my calculations, I will sup
pose that exactly the same number of tons would
move on the canal that are now transported by the
road. Again, let it be supposed that at one dollar a
ton the turnpike company g_fins five per cent. per
annum on their capital of 444,000 dollars, or 22,200
dollars, consequently 22,200 tons must be carried,
which at six dollars a ton to the canal company,
would have given 123,200 dollars a year, or 8 1-2
per cent. tbr their capital of 1,500,009 dollars.
The reason of this vast difference in the expense
of carriage by roads or canals, will be obvious to any
one who will latke tim trouble to reflect, that on a
road ot the best kind four horses, and sometimes
five, arc ncces_m y to transport only three tons.
On a canal one horse will draw 25 tons, and thus
perform the work of 40 horses ; the saving thc rclbre
Is in the value o1"the horses, their ti_eding, shoelag, gcer, waggons, and attendance, These f,'cts
:,hould induce companies to consider wall their interest, when contemplating an enterprise of this
,-,ort, and what would be their profits, n_t only in intruest tbr their capital, but the benefit _hich theix
l:mds would receive by the cheap carriage of manure
and of their productions.
In considering the profit to accrue to a compa W
from a canal iustcad of roads, there is another imortant calculation to be made, and for that purpose
wiU proceed with the Lancaster turnpike, supposing it to extend to Pittsburg, 320 miles. On which
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the carriage being; at the rate now paid fi'om Co.
lumbia to Philadelphia, that is 10 dollars a ton for
74 miles, the ton from Pittsburgh would amount to
42 dollars, at which price a barrel of flour would
cost' 4 dollars in carriage, an expense which excludes
it from the market. Thus grain, the most important
and abundant production of our interior country,
and which should give vigor to our manufactures, is
shut up in the districts most favorable to its culture ;
or to render it portable and convert it into cash, it
must be distilled to brutalize and poison society. In
like manner all heavy articles of little monied value,
can only move within the narrow limits of 100 miles :
but were a'canal made the whole distance, and by
one or more companies, they might arrange the tolls
in the following manner, so as to favor the long carriage of heavy articles.
The expense of man, boy and horse, as before
stated, would cost only 3 dollars to boat one ton of
flour 300 miles, this is 30 cents a barrel; suppose
then, that the company receive 70 cents a barrel or 7
dollars a ton, flour could then come from Pittsburgh
to Philadelphia for one dollar a barrel, the sum which
is now paid from Columbia ; thus the canal comp_my
would gain 1_7 a ton by a trade which could never
move through a road of equal length. Here we see
that on canals the tolls may be so arranged as to
draw to them articles of little qaonied value, and it
would be the interest of the company or companies to
rlaake such regulations. Buton turnpike roadsno such
accommodation of charges in proportion to distance,
can be effected, because of the number of horses
which cannot be dispensed-with._
Even were the
roads made at the public expense and toll free, still the
carriage of one ton for 500 miles would cost at least
• In my work on small canals, published in 1796, page 140, there is ;_
table shewing a mode ot regulating the boating and tonnage m such mannei', that a ton may be transported 1300 miles for 5 dollars. Yet by thss
method canal companies would gain more toll than by any or.her meaus
: et pr.,eri_ed
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35 dollars. But were canals made at file public expense, and no other toll demanded than should be
sufficient to keep them in repair, a ton in boating and
tolls would only cost 3 dollars for 300 miles; and for
35 dollars, the sum which must be paid to carry one
ton 300 miles on the best of roads, it could be boated
three thousand five hundred miles, and draw resources
from the centre of this vast continent.
But striking as this comparison is, I will still extend it. The merchandize which can bear the expense of carriage on our present roads to Pittsburgh,
Kentucky, Tennessee, or any oflaer distance of 300
miles, and which for that distance pays 100 dollars a
ton, could be boated on canals ten thousand miles for
that sum.
As these calculations are founded on facts which
will not be denied by any one acquainted with the
advantages of canals, it is the interest of ever 3, man
of landed property, and particularly of the farmers of
the back countries, that canals should be immediately constructed and rendered as numerous as the
funds of the nation will permit, and the present
population requires; and as inhabitants multiply
most towards the interior and must extcnd westward,
still moving more distant from the sea coast and the
market for their produce, it is good policy and right
flint canals should follow them. In 25 )'ears our
population will amount to 14 millions; two-thirds
of whom will spread over the western countries.
Suppose then that .$,500,000 dollars were annual!v
appropriated to canals, such a sum would pay fbr 3b()
miles of canal each year, and in 20 years we should
have 6000 milcs circulating through and pcnetn_th_g
into the interior of the diffi_rent states ; such sum,,
thov.gh seemingly large, and such _orks, thougb apparently stupendous, are not more than suflickn', to
keep pace with the rapid incrcase of our population,
to open a market and carry to every district such
tbrei_n art!clcs as we ne.:r the coast enjoy. With
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this view of the subject, arises a political question of
the utmost magnitude to these states---which is-That as our nationaldebt diminishes, and the treaSury increases in surplus revenue, will it not be the
best interest of the people to continue the present duties on imports, and expend the products in national
improvements ?
To illustrate this question, I will state some exam.
pies of the rate of duties and the expense of carriage,
r.o prove that by keeping on the duties and making
canals with the revenue, goods in a great number of
instances will be cheaper to the consumer, than by
taking off the duties, and leaving the trm_sport to
roods.

rxrst

EXAMPL_ :

Brown sugar pays in duty, two and ahalf cents
alb. orforl001b.
82 50
It pays for waggoning 300 miles,
5 00
Total,

_ 7 50

By the canal, it would cost in boating 15 cents for
300 miles ; consequently the boating and duty would
amount to $ 2 65 ; therefore, by keeping on the duty
and making canals, sugar would arrive at the interior,
300 miles, for _2 35 the hundred weight cheaper
than if the duties were taken off and the transport left
to roads.
SECOND

EXAMPLE

:

Onc bushel of salt, weighing 561b. paid in
duty,
- $ 0 20
To carry it 300 miles by roads, the expensc is 2 50
Total,

g 2 70
-

f

- •

By the canal it would cost for boating 300 miles,
seven an:t a half cents. By keepi.ng on the duties
and making the canals, it would arnve to the interior
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consumer at _ 2 32 1-2 the bushel cheaper than were
the duties taken off, and talc transport left to roads.
THIRD EXA_PLZ :
Molasses pays 5 cents a gallon duty, this is for
lO01b ....
80 75
It pays for waggoning 300 miles,
.
5 O0
Total,

$ 5 75
|

'

Bv the canal file carriage would cost 15 cents,
and it would arrive at the interior, at g 4 10 the
hundred weight, or 27 cents a gallon cheaper than
werc the duties taken off, and the transport left to
roads.
Numcl'OtlS other articles might bc statcd to shew
that the real mode of rendering them cheap to the
interior consumer, is to keep on the duties and facilitate the carriage with the fimds so raised. These,
however, may bc considered as partial benefits, and
not sufficiently general to wan-ant keeping on the duties. But there is a point of view in which I hope
it will appear that the advantages are general, aud
will be felt throughout every part ofthc states. It is
by reducing the expense of all kinds of carriage,
and thus economise to each individual more than he
now pays in dut3- on the foreign articles x;hich he
consumes.
ton ZXA_rI._ :
Wood, for fuel, is an article of the first necessity ;
it cannot bear the expense of transport 20 miles on
roads ; at that distance it is shut out f, om the market,
arid the price of fuel is conscqucatly raised thc
amomlt of the carriage ; were a cord of wood carrkd
:2)0 miles on roads, it would pay for waggouing at
least 3 dollars; on a canal it would pay 20 cents;
thus, on only one cord of wood, therc is an economy
of l_2 80,_which economy would pay thc dot 3" on
14 pounds of tea, at 20 cents the lb. d._ty ;
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Or
Or
Or
Or

140 pounds ofsugar, at 9. cents the lb. duD- ;
56 pounds of coffee, at 5 cents the lb. duty ;
14. bushels of salt, at 9-0 cents the bushel duty ;
56 gallom of molasses, at 5 cents the gallon duty.
I will now suppose a city of 50,000 inhabitants,
who for their household and other uses will consume
50 thousand cord a year, on which there would bc
an economy of 140,000 dollars, a sum in all probability equal to the duties paid by the inhabitants.
For the duties divided on the whole of the Americma
people, are but B 9. 9.8 to each individval. Here I
have estimated each person to pay $ 9. 80, yet this
estimate is made on one cord of wood to each inhabitmlt of a city ; were I to calculate the economy on the
carriage of buildit_g timber, lime, sand, bricks, stone,
iron, flour, corn, provisions and materials of all kinds
which enter or go out of a city, it would be five
times this sum ; and thus the towns and cities are to
be benefited. The farmer or miller who lives 20
miles from a market, pays at least 22 cents to waggon a barrel of flour that distance; by the canal it
would cost 2 cents ; the economy would be 20 cents ;
at 100 milesthe economy would be 100 cents, and at
150 miles it would be 150 cents; beyond this distanee flour camaot come to market by roads; yet
at this distance the economy of 150 cents on the carriage of one barrel of flour would pay the duty on
7 1-2 pounds of tea ;
Or 75 pounds of sugar ;
Or 30 pounds of coffee ;
Or 7 1-2 bushels of salt;
Or SO gallons of molasses.
Thus it is, that the benefits arising fi'om a good
system of canals, are general and mutual. Thercfi)re should peace and the reduction of the nation_t
debt, give an ovel_owing treasury, I hope you.
mid the majority of Americans, will think v'izh
me, that the duties should not be taken off nor diminished ; for such an act, instead of relieving the
people, would really oppress them, bv destroying tlw
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means of reducing the expense of transport, and of
opening to them a cheap mode of arriving at good
markets.
To proceed with these demonsttationg, let us look
at the rich [)roductions of our interior country. :
Wheat, tlour, oats, barley, beans, grain, and pulse
of all kinds ;
Cydcr, apples, and fruits of all kinds ;
Salt, salted beef, pork ond other meats ;*"
Hides, tallow, beeswax ;
Cast and forged iron;
Pot and pearl ,ashes, tanners' bark ;
"Far, pitch, rosin and turpentine ;
Hemp, flax and wool;
Plaister of paris, so necessary to our a_iculture ;
Coals, and potters' earth for our manufactures ;
Marble, lime and timber for our buildings.
All these articles arc of the first necessity, but few
of them can bear the expense of 5 dollars the
hundred weight to be transported 500 miles on roads.
Yet on canals they would eost in boating only 15
cents the 100 weight for that distance.
There is another great advautage to individuals
and the nation arising from cauals, which roads can
never give. It is that when a canal runs through a
long line of mountainous c_untry, such as the"
.greater part of the interior of America, all the _round
below for half a mile or more may be watered and
converted into meadow and other profitable ctllture.
How much these eonvcnienees of irrigation will
add to the produce of agriculture and the beauties of
nature, I leave to experienced farmers and agricultural societies to ealeulate.
Ia Italy and Si_.tin it is the practice to sell water
out of the canals, for watering meadow_ and other
*Antmals are now drwen to market 300 or more miles, at a t.onslderable
expense aud loss of flesh, for two prmcspal reasons first, the expense ot
transporting the salt to the interior ; aald second, the expense of caa-ryi_g
the salted meats to market.
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lands. In such eases tubes are put into the canal.
under the pressure of a certain head of water, and
suffered to run a given time for a fixed price; the
monies thus gained add much to the emoluments of
the canal companies.
But with all these immense advantages which canals give, it may be a question with many individuals,
whether they can be constucted in great leading lines
from our sea coast and navigable rivers, to the frontiers of the several states, or pass our mountains and
penetrate to the remote parts of our interior country.
ShoOld doubts arise on this part of the p}an, I beg
leax e to assure 3 ou that there is no difficulty in carr3-ing canals over our highest mountains, and even
where nature has denied us waler.
For water is _fiways to be tbund in the wdleys, and the canal can be
constructed to the toot of the mountain, cam-lag the
water to that situation.
Should there be no uateron
the mountain or it._sides, the_ e _ ill I)e wood or coals;
either or both cf u hich can be brought chea 1) to tl_,
works by means of the canal.
Then with steam engines tile upp/:r ponds of canal can he filkd from the
lower levd_, and _ith the en,_in_ _ the boats can on
inchv, ed planes be (h'a_n from tl,e lower to ll_e upper
canal.
I"o1"this mode of'oFcratwg
it is necessary to
ha_e small boats of six tons each. _"tsthe steam engines arc to draw up and let (1_,_n the boats on inclined planes, no water is dra_ n tr_,m the upper level
of canal as when locks are used. Consequently when
the upper ponds have been once filled, it is only necessary that the engine should supply leakagl: al_d
evaporation.
There is another mode of suppl)ing
the leakage and evaporation of tile higher Icy( 1._: On
the tops and sides of mountains thtrc mc Lollo_ s or
ra_ines which can be banked at the lowcr extremity,
thus tbrming a reservoir to catch tl'c x',thl or melted
,,now.
From such rc,_ervoirs the ponds of c:mal call
be replenished in the dry months of summer.
ThE
mode of reserving
water is in practic.c in England
for canals, :rod in Spain for irrigation.
In this maP.-
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her I will suppose it necessary to pass a mountain
800 feet high ; then four inclined planes each of 200
feet rise, would .g_in the summit, and four would descend on the other side.--Total 8 inclined planes and
8 steam engines. Each steam engine of 12 horse
power would cost about ten thousand dollars, in all
80,000 doll,s ; each would burn about 12 bushels of coal in 12 hours, or 96 bushels for the 8 engines for one day's work.
The coals in such sRuations may be estimated at
12 centsa bushel, or
$11 52
At each engine and inclined plane there
must be 5 men--total 40 men, at one dollar each,
40
Total

$ 51 52

For this sunl they could pass 500 tons in one day
over the 8 inclined planes, which for each ton is
only
10 cents.
Suppose the mountain to be 20 miles'
wide, boating for each ton would cost
20 do.
Total
80 cent_
a ton for passing over the mountain, which will be
more or less according to circumstances.
These
calculations being only intended to remove an),
doubts which may arise on the praoticability of passing our motmtains-Having thus in some d%n'ee considered the advanta.ges which canals will produce in point of wealth to
individuals and the nation, I will now con'dder their
importance to the union and their political consequences.
First, their effect on raising the value of ",hepublie lands, and thereby augmenting the revenue.
Iu all cases where cmmls shall pass through the
land'; of the United States, madopen a cheap communication to a wood market, such l:mds will rise in va!ue for 20 miles on eact- side of the canal. The far-
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mer who will reside 20 miles from the canal can in
one day carry a load of produce to its borders. And
were the lands 600 miles fi'om one of our seaport
towns his barrel of flour, in weight 200 lb. could be
carried that distm_ce for 60 cents, the price which is
now paid to carry a barrel 50 miles olathe Lancaster
turnpike.
Consequently, as relates to cheapness of
carnage, and easy access to market, the new land_
which lie 600 miles from the sea ports, uould be of
equal value with lands of equal fertility which arc 50
miles from the sea ports. But not to insist on their
being of so great value until population is as great,
it is evident that they must rise in value in a 3 or 4
fold degree, every lineal mile of canal would accommodate 25,600 acres. The lands sold by the Unitcd States in 1806, a_eragcd about 2 dollars an acre,
and certainly every acre _meommodated with a c:mal,
would lwoducc 6 dollars; thus only 20 m_lcs of
canal each )'car, running through national lands,
would ndsc the value of 512,000 acres at least 4 dollars an acre, givhag 2,0-t8.000 do,ars to the treasury,
a sum sufficient to make 136 miles of canal. Had
an individual such a propcray, and funds to construct
canals to its centre, he certainly would do it for his own
interest.
The nation has the property, and the nation
po_csscs ample t'mads for such undertakings.
Second, o'_ tireir effect in cementiqg the union, and
extending the principlcs of contEderatcd republicau
government.
Numerou,shavc been the speculations
on the duration of ottr umon, and intrigues have been
practised to se_cr tl-.',: western fi'om the eastern
states. The opinio,a endeavored to be inculcated,
was, that the i::habitants bcvond the mountains were
cut off from the market of the Atl,mtie states; that
consequently they had a separate intercst, and should
use their resources to open a communication to a
market of their own ; that remote tiom thc seat of
government the)" could not tnjoy tlwir portion of advantages arising from the union, and that sooner or
later they must separate and govern for them_eh'es;

Others by drawing their examples from Europeaul
governments, and the monarchies which have grown
out of the feudal habits of nations of warriors, whose
minds were bent to the absolute power of the few, and
the servile obedience of the many, have conceived
these states of too great an extent to continue united
under a republican form of government, and that the
time is not distant when they will divide into little
kingdoms, retrograding from common sense to ig'noranee, adopting all the follies and barbarities wl_iah
are every day practised in the kingdoms and petty
states of Europe.
But those who have reasoned in
this way, have not reflected that men are the creatures o{" habit, and that their habits as well as their
interests may be so combined, as to make it impossible to separate them without falling back into a
state of barbarism.
Alfl_ough in ancient times some
specks of civilization have been effaced by hordes
of uncultivated men, yet it is remarkable that since
the invention of printing and general diffusion of
knowledge, no nauon has retro_aded in science or
improvements ; nor is it _easonable to suppose that the
Americans, who have as much, if not more information in general, fllan an)" other peoplt:, will ever abandon an advantage which they have once gained.
England, which at one tmae was seven petty kingdoms, has by habit long be:on united into one. Scotland bv succession became united to England, and
is now ]Jound to her by haSit, by turnpike roads, canals and reciprocal interests.
In like manner all the
counties of England, or departments of France, arc
bound to each other; and _hen the United States
shall be bound together by canals, by cheap and
easy access to market in all directions, by a sense of
mutual interests arising fi'om mutual intercourse and
mingled commerce ; it will be no more possible to
pplit them into independent and separate governments, each lining its frontiers with fortifications
and troops, to shackle their own exports and imports
to mad from the neighboring states ; than it is now
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possible for the government of Englaa_d to divide and
form again into seven kingdoms.
But it is necessary to bind the states together by
the people's interests, one of which is to enable every
man to sell the produce of his labor at the best market and lmrchase at the cheapest.
This accords with
the idea of Hume,
"that the government
of a wise
"people would be little more than a system of civil
" police ; for the best interest of man is industry and
" a free exchange of the produce of his labor for the
" things which he may require."
On this humane principle, what stronger bonds of
nnion can be invented than those which enable each
individual to transport the produce
of his industry
12,00 miles for 60 cents the hundred weight?
Here
then is a certain method of securing the union of the
states, and of rendering it as lasting as the continent
we inhabit.
It is now eleven years that I have had this plan in
contemplation
for the good of our countr3". At the
conclusion of my work on small canals, there is a letter to Thos. Mifflin, then governor of the state of Pennsylvania, on a system of canals for America.
In it I
contemplated
the time when " canals should pass
" through every vale, wind round each hdl and brad
" the whole country together _n the bonds ofsocm[ m.
" tercourse ;" and I am now happy to find that through
the good management
of a wise administration,
a period has arrived _hen an overflowing
treasury exhibits abundant resources,
and points the mind to
works of such immense importance.
Hoping speedily to see them become favorite objects with the whole American people,
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient,
ROBERT
To ALBERT Gal.r.Aris, Es%.
Secretary of the Treasury.
Washington_ Dec. 8, 1807.
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